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Abstract: This standard specifies procedures, managed objects, and protocols for bridges and end
systems that provide identification and replication of packets for redundant transmission,
identification of duplicate packets, and elimination of duplicate packets. It is not concerned with the
creation of the multiple paths over which the duplicates are transmitted.
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Introduction

This standard defines Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability.

This standard contains state-of-the-art material. The area covered by this standard is undergoing evolution.
Revisions are anticipated within the next few years to clarify existing material, to correct possible errors, and
to incorporate new related material. Information on the current revision state of this and other IEEE 802®

standards can be obtained from

Secretary, IEEE-SA Standards Board
445 Hoes Lane
P.O. Box 1331
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331
USA

This introduction is not part of IEEE Std 802.1CB-2017, IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks—
Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability.
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IEEE Standard for 
Local and metropolitan area networks—

Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability

1. Overview

1.1 Scope

This standard specifies procedures, managed objects, and protocols for bridges and end systems that provide
identification and replication of packets for redundant transmission, identification of duplicate packets, and
elimination of duplicate packets. It is not concerned with the creation of the multiple paths over which the
duplicates are transmitted.

1.2 Rationale

The reason for Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability (FRER) is to increase the probability that a
given packet will be delivered. It is expected that, in many applications, other means to increase the
probability of delivery are likely to be used as well. When FRER is used over paths that are fixed to a
specific topology, and that are protected against congestion loss (e.g., by using techniques described by
IEEE Std 802.1BA™ [B1]), FRER can substantially reduce the probability of packet loss due to equipment
failures.1

1.3 State diagram conventions

This document uses the programming language C (ISO/IEC 9899:2011) to document the operation of
conformant systems.2 C functions are distinguished with this special fixed-width font (e.g.,
7.4.3.3). Each C function is executed when a given event occurs, as described for that code segment or in the
accompanying text. Events are assumed to take place sequentially, not simultaneously, and code routines
execute instantaneously.

1.4 Specification model

The model of operation documented by this standard is simply a basis for describing the functionality of
compliant equipment. Implementations can adopt any internal model of operation compatible with the
externally visible behavior that this standard specifies. Conformance of equipment to this standard is purely
in respect of observable protocol.

1The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex D.
2Information on references can be found in Clause 2.
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1.5 Specification precedence

If any conflict among parts of this standard become apparent, C functions (see 1.3) take precedence over
other parts of the standard, followed by information in normative tables, followed by that in normative text,
followed by that in normative figures. Non-normative tables, figures, and text are in annexes and are clearly
marked as such.

1.6 Introduction

This standard is one of a number of IEEE 802.1™ and other standards suitable for Time-Sensitive
Networking (TSN) that together have the overall goal of providing extremely low packet loss rates and
finite, low, and stable end-to-end latencies. TSN supports unicast and multicast Streams of packets that
implement a wide range of demanding real-time applications including audio/video studios, industrial
processes, and the control of machines and vehicles. The TSN goals are not achieved at the expense of
hampering the ability of the network to carry traffic for non-time-critical applications.

At the highest level, this standard posits the existence of one Talker end system and one or more Listener
end systems per Stream. A Stream is characterized by a maximum packet size and number of packets
transmitted per time interval. Because the Stream’s maximum throughput is known, the resources, including
link bandwidth, buffer space, and control parameters, required at every hop along the Stream’s path to
guarantee that Stream zero congestion loss and finite latency, can be provided (by other standards, e.g.,
Clause 35 of IEEE Std 802.1Q™-2014). This provisioned path carrying the Stream is called a Reservation.

On the assumption that the time required for a dynamic network control protocol to recover from an
equipment failure is unacceptable in certain applications, this standard defines Frame Replication and
Elimination for Reliability (FRER), which divides a Stream into one or more linked Member Streams, thus
making the original Stream a Compound Stream. It replicates the packets of the Stream, splitting the copies
into the multiple Member Streams, and then rejoins those Member Streams at one or more other points,
eliminates the replicates, and delivers the reconstituted Stream from those points.

In order to accommodate existing applications and to promote interoperability with similar standards, this
standard defines a number of schemes for identifying packets belonging to Streams and distinguishing them
from other packets.
17
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2. Normative references

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document (i.e., they must
be understood and used, so each referenced document is cited in text and its relationship to this document is
explained). For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of
the referenced document (including any amendments or corrigenda) applies. Non-normative references (i.e.,
that provide additional information not required for the application of this document) are given in Annex D.

IEC 62439-3:2016, Industrial communication networks—High availability automation networks—Part 3:
Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP) and High-availability Seamless Redundancy (HSR).3

IEEE Std 802®, IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks: Overview and Architecture.4, 5

IEEE Std 802.1AC™, IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks—Media Access Control
(MAC) Service Definition.

IEEE Std 802.1Q™, IEEE Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks—Bridges and Bridged
Networks.

IETF RFC 768, User Datagram Protocol, Postel, J., August 1980.6

IETF RFC 791, Internet Protocol, Postel, J., Ed., September 1981.

IETF RFC 793, Transmission Control Protocol, Postel, J., Ed., September 1981.

IETF RFC 2460, Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Specification, Deering, S. and R. Hinden, December
1998.

IETF RFC 2474, Definition of the Differentiated Services Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 Headers,
Nichols, K., et al., December 1998.

IETF RFC 4960, Stream Control Transmission Protocol, Stewart, R., Ed., September 2007.

ISO/IEC 9899:2011, Information technology—Programming languages—C.7

3IEC publications are available from the International Electrotechnical Commission (http://www.iec.ch) and the American National
Standards Institute (http://www.ansi.org/).
4The IEEE standards or products referred to in Clause 2 are trademarks owned by The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Incorporated.
5IEEE publications are available from The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (http://standards.ieee.org).
6IETF documents (i.e., RFCs) are available for download at http://www.rfc-archive.org/.
7ISO/IEC publications are available from the International Organization for Standardization (http://www.iso.org/) and the American
National Standards Institute (http://www.ansi.org/).
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3. Definitions

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply. The IEEE Standards
Dictionary Online should be consulted for terms not defined in this clause. 8

This standard makes use of the following terms defined in IEEE Std 802®:

— End station
— Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI)
— Company ID (CID)

bridge: A layer 2 interconnection device that conforms to IEEE Std 802.1Q.

Company ID (CID): CIDs allow a general means of assuring unique identifiers for a number of purposes.
See Clause 8 of IEEE Std 802-2014.

Compound Stream: A Compound Stream is a Stream composed of one or more Member Streams linked
together via Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability (FRER).

down: The direction through the protocol stack from a sublayer using a service provided by another
sublayer to the sublayer whose services it uses; the direction of output packets.

end station: A device attached to a local area network (LAN) or metropolitan area network (MAN), which
acts as a source of and/or destination for data traffic carried on the LAN or MAN. (From IEEE Std 802)

end system: A system attached to a network that is an initial source or a final destination of packets
transmitted across that network.

NOTE—The term end system is often used in this document in places where the reader of IEEE 802 standards would
expect the term end station in order to avoid confusion caused by standards relating to routers. For example, a router, as
defined by IETF, is an IEEE 802 end station, but not an end system. Where this standard specifically refers to the use of
IEEE 802 services, the term end station is used. Where it refers to more generalized instances of connectionless services,
the term end system is used.9

in-facing: In a system that includes a Stream Transfer Function, the “in-facing” protocol functions are those
functions that are below the Stream Transfer Function on the port that is not above the physical layer. On a
system that does not include a Stream Transfer Function, there are no in-facing protocol functions. 

NOTE—See Figure 6-6.

input: Input packets are those moving up the protocol stack, regardless of the position of receiving function
relative to the physical media, for example, by the M_UNITDATA.indication primitive of the Internal
Sublayer Service (ISS).

Internal local area network (LAN): An instance of a connectionless packet service with two Service
Access Points (SAPs), both internal to a single system, that relays packets from one SAP to the other. It is
not observable externally to that system.

Internal Sublayer Service (ISS): An augmented version of the MAC Service, defined in 6.6 of
IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014.

8IEEE Standards Dictionary Online is available at: http://dictionary.ieee.org.
9Notes in text, tables, and figures of a standard are given for information only and do not contain requirements needed to implement this 
standard.
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Media Access Control (MAC): The data link sublayer that is responsible for transferring data to and from
the Physical Layer.

Member Stream: A Stream that is linked with other Member Streams via Frame Replication and
Elimination for Reliability (FRER) to form a Compound Stream.

Non-Stream Transfer Function (NSTF): A two-port function that relays service indications on one port to
service requests on the other port.

Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI): OUIs allow a general means of assuring unique identifiers for
a number of purposes. See Clause 9 and Clause 10 of IEEE Std 802-2014.

out-facing: In a system that includes a Stream Transfer Function, the “out-facing” protocol functions are
those functions that are below the Stream Transfer Function on the port that is above the physical layer. On a
system that does not include a Stream Transfer Function, all TSN functions are out-facing. 

NOTE—See Figure 6-6.

output: Output packets are those moving down the protocol stack, regardless of the position of receiving
function relative to the physical media, for example, by the M_UNITDATA.request primitive of the Internal
Sublayer Service (ISS).

packet: A unit of data carried over a network, comprising, at least, one or more pairs of destination and
source addresses and a payload. A packet carried on an Ethernet local area network (LAN) is a frame.

NOTE—The term packet is often used in this document in places where the reader of IEEE 802 standards would expect
the term frame. Where the standard specifically refers to the use of IEEE 802 services, the term frame is used. Where the
standard refers to more generalized instances of connectionless services, the term packet is used.

Quality of Service (QoS): Overall performance of a packet Stream as it relates to packet loss probability,
latency, and latency variation.

relay system: A router or a bridge.

NOTE—The term relay system is often used in this document in places where the reader of IEEE 802 standards would
expect the term bridge. A relay system can, in theory, be a router, a bridge, or some other kind of forwarding device.
Where this standard specifically refers to one or the other, the terms router or bridge are used. Where it refers to more
generalized instances of connectionless services, the term relay system is used.

Reservation: The collection of state information and resources allocated, in a chain of end systems and
relay systems, for one or more Streams.

router: A packet forwarding device operating on Internet Protocol (IP) packets.

Stream: A unidirectional flow of time-sensitive data from one source to one or more destinations, and at the
highest level, one Talker end system to one or more Listener end systems.

Stream Transfer Function: A two-port function that relays service indications on one port to service
requests on the other port, where the service includes all TSN service subparameters.

subparameter: A service parameter encoded into the value of the connection_identifier parameter of the
Internal Sublayer Service (ISS).

system: An end system or a relay system.

up: The direction through the protocol stack from a sublayer offering a service to the sublayer making use of
that service; the direction of input packets.
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4. Acronyms and abbreviations

This standard contains the following abbreviations:

CID Company ID

DRNI Distributed Resilient Network Interconnect

EISS Enhanced Internal Sublayer Service

FRER Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IP Internet Protocol

ISO International Organization for Standardization

ISS Internal Sublayer Service

LAN Local Area Network

MAC Medium Access Control

NSTF Non-Stream Transfer Function

OUI Organizationally Unique Identifier

PDU Protocol Data Unit

PICS Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement

QoS Quality of Service

R-TAG Redundancy tag

SAP Service Access Point

TSN Time-Sensitive Networking

VLAN Virtual Local Area Network
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5. Conformance

This clause specifies the mandatory and optional capabilities provided by conformant implementations of
this standard.

5.1 Requirements terminology

For consistency with existing IEEE and IEEE 802.1 standards, requirements placed upon conformant
implementations of this standard are expressed using the following terminology:

a) Shall is used for mandatory requirements;
b) May is used to describe implementation or administrative choices (“may” means “is permitted to,”

and hence, “may” and “may not” mean precisely the same thing);
c) Should is used for recommended choices (the behaviors described by “should” and “should not” are

both permissible but not equally desirable choices).

The Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS) proformas (see Annex A) reflect the
occurrences of the words “shall,” “may,” and “should” within the standard.

The standard avoids needless repetition and apparent duplication of its formal requirements by using is, is
not, are, and are not for definitions and the logical consequences of conformant behavior. Behavior that is
permitted but is neither always required nor directly controlled by an implementor or administrator, or
whose conformance requirement is detailed elsewhere, is described by can. Behavior that never occurs in a
conformant implementation or system of conformant implementations is described by cannot. The word
allow is used as a replacement for the phrase “support the ability for,” and the word capability means “can
be configured to.”

5.2 Conformant components and equipment

Conformance for Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability (FRER) is defined for five types of
components and equipment:

a) Stream identification components (5.3, 5.4, 5.5), which provide a useful subset of the FRER
capabilities for systems that are not talker end systems, listener end systems, or relay systems.

b) Talker end systems (5.6, 5.7, 5.8), which originate Compound Streams.
c) Listener end systems (5.9, 5.10, 5.11), which consume Compound Streams.
d) Relay systems (5.12, 5.13, 5.14), which transfer or discard packets belonging to Compound Streams.
e) One particular type of Relay system, an FRER C-component (5.15).

The Stream identification component can be useful in components or equipment that are not talker end
systems, listener end systems, or relay systems as defined in this standard, e.g., bridges or routers that carry
packets belonging to Compound Streams, and must identify them, but do not process FRER sequence
numbers. Other useful systems can be created using the preceding components listed. For example, a two-
port Talker could be modeled and implemented as two Talker end systems in a single chassis, as a single
one-port Talker end system that uses IEEE 802.1AX Link Aggregation to combine two physical ports into a
single logical port (C.1), or as a single-port Talker end system connected to a three-port Bridge (C.6).

5.3 Stream identification component required behaviors

A Stream identification component shall be able to instantiate the following out-facing functions on at least
one port, for at least one Compound Stream:
22
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a) Stream identification (Clause 6);
b) A Null Stream identification function (6.4); and
c) The managed objects in Clause 9.

5.4 Stream identification component recommended behavior

A Stream identification component should be able to instantiate the following out-facing functions on at
least one port, for at least one Compound Stream:

a) An Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function (6.6).

5.5 Stream identification component optional behaviors

In addition to the requirements of 5.3 and 5.4, a Stream identification component may perform the following
functions:

a) The items in 5.3 and 5.4 on more than one port;
b) The items in 5.3 and 5.4 for some number of Compound Streams greater than 1;
c) An IP Stream identification function (6.7); and/or
d) Additional types of Stream identification functions.

5.6 Talker end system required behaviors

A Talker end system shall be able to instantiate the following out-facing functions on at least one port, for at
least one Compound Stream:

a) Stream identification (Clause 6);
b) A Null Stream identification function (6.4);
c) A Sequence generation function (7.4.1); and
d) The Redundancy tag Sequence encode/decode function specified in 7.6 and 7.8.
e) The managed objects in Clause 9 and Clause 10, excepting 10.7.

5.7 Talker end system recommended behaviors

A Talker end system should be able to instantiate the following out-facing functions on at least one port, for
at least one Compound Stream:

a) An Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function (6.6); and
b) A Stream splitting function (7.7).

5.8 Talker end system optional behaviors

In addition to the requirements of 5.6, a Talker end system may perform the following functions:

a) The items in 5.6 and 5.7 on more than one port;
b) The items in 5.6 and 5.7 for some number of Compound Streams greater than 1;
c) An IP Stream identification function (6.7);
d) Additional types of Stream identification functions;
e) The HSR sequence tag (7.9);
23
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f) The PRP sequence trailer (7.10); and/or
g) Additional types of Sequence encode/decode functions.

5.9 Listener end system required behaviors

A Listener end system shall be able to instantiate the following out-facing functions on at least one port, for
at least one Compound Stream:

a) Stream identification (Clause 6);

b) A Null Stream identification function (6.4);

c) A Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) that supports the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5) and
supports the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) with a value of at least 2 for the managed object
frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength (10.4.1.6);

d) At least two instances of Individual recovery functions (7.5), each using the
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5); and

e) The Redundancy tag Sequence encode/decode function specified in 7.6 and 7.8.

f) The managed objects in Clause 9 and Clause 10, excepting 10.7.

5.10 Listener end system recommended behavior

A Listener end system should be able to instantiate the following out-facing function on at least one port, for
at least one Compound Stream:

a) An Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function (6.6).

5.11 Listener end system optional behaviors

In addition to the requirements of 5.9 and 5.10, a Listener end system may perform the following functions:

a) The items in 5.9 and 5.10 on more than one port;
b) The items in 5.9 and 5.10 for some number of Compound Streams greater than 1;
c) An IP Stream identification function (6.7);
d) Additional types of Stream identification functions;
e) The HSR sequence tag (7.9);
f) The PRP sequence trailer (7.10);
g) Additional types of Sequence encode/decode functions; and/or
h) At least two instances of Individual recovery functions (7.5), each using the

VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4).

5.12 Relay system required behaviors

A relay system shall be able to instantiate the following in-facing functions on at least two ports, for both
transmit and receive, for at least one Stream:

a) Stream identification (Clause 6).

b) A Null Stream identification function (6.4);

c) A Sequence generation function (7.4.1);

d) The Redundancy tag Sequence encode/decode function specified in 7.6 and 7.8;
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e) A Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) that supports the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5) and
supports the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) with a value of at least 2 for the managed object
frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength (10.4.1.6);

f) At least two instances of Individual recovery functions (7.5), each using the
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5); and

g) The managed objects in Clause 9 and Clause 10, excepting 10.7.

5.13 Relay system recommended behaviors

A relay system should be able to instantiate the following in-facing functions on at least two ports, for both
transmit and receive, for at least one Stream:

a) Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification functions (6.6) for encoding and decod-
ing packets; and

b) IP Stream identification functions (6.7) for identifying packets.

NOTE—IP Stream identification enables a relay system to proxy for a FRER-unaware end system.

5.14 Relay system optional behaviors

In addition to the requirements of 5.12 and 5.13, a relay system may perform the following functions:

a) The items in 5.12 or 5.13 on more than two ports;
b) The items in 5.12 or 5.13 for some number of Streams greater than 1;
c) Additional types of Stream identification functions;
d) The Stream splitting function (7.7);
e) The HSR sequence tag (7.9);
f) The PRP sequence trailer (7.10);
g) Additional types of Sequence encode/decode functions; and/or
h) Some or all of the functions in 5.12 or 5.13 as both in- and out-facing functions.
i) At least two instances of Individual recovery functions (7.5), each using the

VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4).
j) Autoconfiguration (7.11) and the associated managed objects (10.7).

5.15 FRER C-component required and optional behaviors

An FRER C-component is an IEEE 802.1Q C-VLAN component that is FRER-capable. An FRER
C-component:

a) Shall meet all of the required and any or none of the optional behaviors for an IEEE 802.1Q
C-VLAN component (5.5 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014).

b) Shall meet all of the required behaviors for a relay system (5.12);
c) May meet any or none of the optional behaviors for a relay system (5.14); and
d) Shall conform to the requirements for configuring FRER C-components (8.4).
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6. Stream identification

Clause 7 of IEEE Std 802.1AC describes the IEEE 802.1 layering model, that Frame Replication and
Elimination for Reliability (FRER) follows. Stream identification utilizes a single Service Access Point
(SAP) to a connectionless packet service offered by the layer below it [e.g., the Intermediate Sublayer
Service (ISS) of Clause 11 of IEEE Std 802.1AC], and offers an array of SAPs to the layers above it,
corresponding to different Streams. The Stream identification model is illustrated in Figure 6-1.

Stream identification can be active (e.g., 6.6) or passive (e.g., 6.4). When accepting packets for transmission
from the upper layers, an active Stream identification function (6.2) modifies the data parameters to encode
the choice of SAPs, and offer the encapsulated packets to the lower layers. In the receive direction, the
active Stream identification function accepts packets from the lower layers, decapsulates them, and passes
them to the upper layers through the appropriate SAPs according to the Stream identification derived from
the packet. A passive Stream identification function does nothing to packets passed down from the upper
layers, but examines packets received from lower layers to identify the packet’s Stream and determine to
which SAP to pass it.

NOTE—In principle, any number of different methods for identifying and encoding Streams can be defined. Several
required methods are specified in the following subclauses (6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7).

A Stream is the entity to which the Qualities of Service (QoSs) are offered. It is a sequence of packets, either
unicast or multicast, from a Talker to one or more Listeners. Figure 6-2 illustrates a network carrying a
single Stream.

Figure 6-1—Stream identification service
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Figure 6-2—A Stream with three Listeners
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Stream identification is described in the following subclauses as follows:

a) Additional service subparameters required by Stream identification are in 6.1.

b) The Stream identification function is described in 6.2, and its placement in the protocol stack of a
system in 6.3.

c) Four specific Stream identification functions are described: Null Stream identification (6.4), Source
MAC and VLAN Stream identification (6.5), Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream
identification (6.6), and IP Stream identification (6.7).

These Stream identification functions are summarized in Table 6-1.

6.1 Stream service subparameters

The ISS defined in IEEE Std 802.1AC includes a connection_identifier parameter that is of local
significance (to a system) only. The parameter is not carried across the underlying service. Stream
identification makes use of this parameter to carry parametrized information. Stream identification has need
for more than one subparameter, but an implementor can create mathematical algorithms to combine those
subparameters (and/or other subparameters for other layers) into a single connection_identifier parameter,
especially since the connection_identifier’s values are undefined outside the system implementing them. In
this document, parameters that are assumed to be encoded in the connection_identifier are deemed
subparameters.

The parameters of the service offered by Stream identification include the following subparameters required
by the Stream identification function and other functions defined in this standard:

a) stream_handle: An integer identifying the Stream to which the packet belongs.

b) sequence_number: An unsigned integer identifying the order in which the packet was transmitted
relative to other packets in the same Compound Stream.

Table 6-1—Stream identification functions

Stream 
identification 

function
Active/passive Examines Overwrites Reference

Null Stream 
identification

Passive destination_address, 
vlan_identifier

None 6.4, 9.1.2

Source MAC and 
VLAN Stream 
identification

Passive source_address, 
vlan_identifier

None 6.5, 9.1.3

Active Destination 
MAC and VLAN 
Stream 
identification

Active destination_address, 
vlan_identifier

destination_address, 
vlan_identifier, 
priority

6.6, 9.1.4

IP Stream 
identification

Passive destination_address, 
vlan_identifier, IP 
source address, IP 
destination address, 
DSCP, IP next 
protocol, source port, 
destination port

None 6.7, 9.1.5
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The numerical value of the stream_handle subparameter is local to a system; this subparameter is not to be
confused with, for example, a field in a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) with a similar function. The value of a
stream_handle is connected to protocol fields by means of protocol actions and network management. It can,
but does not necessarily, have a 1:1 relationship with an explicit field in the packet.

Not every sequence of packets of interest to FRER (Clause 7) requires the relay systems along its path to
identify to which Stream the packets belong. FRER does require the stream_handle and sequence_number
subparameters in systems where a Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) or Individual recovery function (7.5)
is configured for a Stream.

The numerical value of the sequence_number subparameter can be explicitly encoded in the packet by either
the Stream identification function (6.2) or the Sequence encode/decode function (7.6).

6.2 Stream identification function

As illustrated in Figure 6-3, the Stream identification function can be described as having two SAPs (see
IEEE Std 802.1AC). One SAP connects Stream identification function to the upper layers. This SAP
includes a stream_handle subparameter and can include a sequence_number subparameter. The other SAP
connects to the lower layers. This SAP can, but typically does not, include the stream_handle or
sequence_number subparameters.

Equivalently, the Stream identification function can be described as having the same SAP to the lower
layers, but as having an array of SAPs to the upper layers. A unique SAP corresponds to each value of the
stream_handle subparameter, including one SAP for packets belonging to no known Stream. An SAP can
serve more than one stream_handle value. This is illustrated in Figure 6-4.

The Stream identification function performs two functions:

a) Packets received from the lower layer are examined by the Stream identification function to
determine a value for the stream_handle subparameter for that packet, i.e., to determine to which
Stream the packet belongs.
1) If the packet belongs to a Stream known to this Stream identification function the resultant

packet is passed, along with the stream_handle and any other subparameters (e.g.,
sequence_number) extracted from the packet, to the upper layers. Depending on the particular
Stream identification method (or methods) employed, parameters can be modified (e.g., a tag
can be removed or an address changed) by the Stream identification function.

Service interface + 
stream_handle +
sequence_number

Service interface

( SAP )

Stream identification function

( SAP )

Figure 6-3—Stream identification function: single upper SAP

Figure 6-4—Stream identification function: array of upper SAPs
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2) Otherwise (the packet belongs to no known Stream), the packet is passed unchanged to the next
upper layer with null values for the stream_handle and sequence_number subparameters.

b) For packets passed down from the upper layers for transmission, the Stream identification function
uses the packet’s stream_handle subparameter to determine how to handle the packet:

1) If the packet belongs to a Stream known to this Stream identification function the resultant
packet is passed to the lower layers. Depending on the particular Stream identification method
(or methods) employed, parameters can be modified (e.g., a tag can be added or an address
changed) by the Stream identification function.

2) Otherwise (the packet belongs to no known Stream), the packet is passed unchanged to the next
lower layer with all parameters intact.

NOTE—The Stream identification method does not necessarily involve an actual transformation of the packet. See 6.4
and 6.6 for examples of both cases.

6.3 Stream identification in systems

FRER (Clause 7) capabilities generally require Stream identification in order to function. How the Stream
identification function (6.2) and the various FRER functions (7.4, 7.6) are arranged to accomplish a given
task, and how they are described for the purposes of standards specification, can vary. Diagram a in
Figure 6-5 illustrates a relay system (e.g., 8.6 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014) with two ports, that has its FRER
capabilities embedded in its forwarding function, and not shown explicitly in the diagram. This formulation
is the simplest, but does not make clear the ordering of operations, at least in the diagram.

Diagram b in Figure 6-5 shows that same relay system, this time with the FRER functions placed explicitly
in one of its ports, the picture of which is greatly expanded. In Diagram b, the forwarding function has no
FRER capabilities. Stream identification functions extract Stream identification function subparameters in
order to enable an FRER function. The Stream Transfer Function acts as a two-port packet relay, residing
entirely inside the one port of the relay system, relaying packets belonging to Streams. The Non-Stream
Transfer Function (NSTF) does the same, but attaches to the “unknown” SAP of Figure 6-4, and thus relays
packets not recognized as belonging to Streams. The Lower Stream identification functions separate FRER
packets from non-FRER packets; the latter are relayed across the NSTF as if the FRER capabilities were not
present. The Upper Stream identification functions identify the FRER packets’ Streams so that the other
FRER functions can perform their tasks. Each of the two-port transfer functions have a pair of SAPs, and
transfer all packet receive indications into packet requests on the other SAP. This formulation illustrates
exactly the peering relationships among the various functions, but is too complex for many purposes.
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PHY
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Figure 6-5—Stream functions in a relay system (three views of same system)
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Diagram c in Figure 6-5 shows a way of illustrating the function in diagram b in a more compact manner.
The operations to be performed can be more explicit than for diagram a, but the FRER sublayers are not at
the right peering level).

It is sometimes necessary to differentiate between functions that are on one side or the other of the expanded
port diagram (diagram b in Figure 6-5), Figure 6-6 illustrates a relay system with two ports, one of which
has in- and out-facing FRER functions, and an end system with one port, with out-facing FRER functions.
Every function communicates to its peers by sending and receiving packets through the real or virtual
service layers below it. Thus, in-facing functions are on the side of the Stream Transfer Function towards the
relay system’s forwarding function, and out-facing functions are on either the side of the Stream Transfer
Function away from the forwarding function, or on a simple port, between the forwarding function and the
underlying real or virtual service layer. Typically, in-facing FRER functions are used for proxy functions
operating on behalf of end systems that are not FRER-capable. See Annex C for examples of the use of in-
and out-facing FRER functions. (The MAC and PHY layers are the Media Access Control and physical
layers, respectively.)

6.4 Null Stream identification

The Null Stream identification is a passive Stream identification function that operates at the frame level. It
can be defined using the Enhanced Internal Sublayer Service (EISS) described in 6.9 of
IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014, in which case it is enhanced with the extra stream_handle subparameter of the
connection_identifier, specified in 6.1 of the present standard. It discards the stream_handle subparameter
passed down the stack. It generates a stream_handle subparameter on frames passed up the stack based on
the frame’s destination MAC address and VLAN ID. It does not change any of a packet’s other parameters.
It is suitable for applications in which all data packets to a particular {MAC address, VLAN} pair are
Stream packets. For example, AVB Streams (IEEE Std 802.1BA-2011 [B1]) have a unique {destination
MAC address, VLAN} pair per Stream. In order to instantiate the Null Stream identification function, the
tsnStreamIdIdentificationType managed object (9.1.1.6) is encoded using the OUI (00-80-C2) and the type
values as shown in Table 9-1.

The managed objects for Null Stream identification are described in 9.1.2.

NOTE—The drop_eligible parameter is also present, along with the VLAN identifier and priority, in an IEEE 802.1Q
VLAN tag. FRER does not affect the use of this parameter. It passes through Null Stream identification unchanged, and
defaults to False when not present.

Figure 6-6—In- and out-facing functions
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6.5 Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification

The Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification is a passive Stream identification function that operates
at the frame level. It can be defined using the EISS described in 6.9 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014, in which case
it is enhanced with the extra stream_handle subparameter of the connection_identifier, specified in 6.1 of the
present standard. It discards the stream_handle subparameter passed down the stack. It generates a
stream_handle subparameter on frames passed up the stack based on the frame’s source MAC address and
VLAN ID. It does not change any of a packet’s parameters. It is suitable for applications in which all data
packets from a particular {source MAC address, VLAN} pair are Stream packets. In order to instantiate the
Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification function, the tsnStreamIdIdentificationType managed object
(9.1.1.6) is encoded using the OUI (00-80-C2) and the type values as shown in Table 9-1.

The managed objects for Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification are described in 9.1.3.

NOTE—The drop_eligible parameter is also present, along with the VLAN identifier and priority, in an IEEE 802.1Q
VLAN tag. FRER does not affect the use of this parameter. It passes through Source MAC and VLAN Stream
identification unchanged, and defaults to False when not present.

6.6 Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification

The Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification is an active Stream identification function
that operates at the frame level. It can be defined using the EISS described in 6.9 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014,
in which case it is enhanced with the extra stream_handle subparameter of the connection_identifier,
specified in 6.1 of the present standard. In order to instantiate the Active Destination MAC and VLAN
Stream identification function, the tsnStreamIdIdentificationType managed object (9.1.1.6) is encoded using
the OUI (00-80-C2) and the type values as shown in Table 9-1.

In the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification, the destination_address, vlan_identifier,
and priority parameters of the frame passed down the stack from the upper layers or up the stack from the
lower layers are replaced with alternate values. The replacement values for frames transmitted down the
stack to the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification, and used to recognize frames passed
up the stack to the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function, are those listed in
9.1.2. The replacement values for frames passed up the stack (not including the priority parameter) are in
9.1.4.

Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification is useful for translating a particular Stream,
within a Talker, to use a particular {MAC address, VLAN} pair to identify the Stream to IEEE 802.1Q
Bridges in the network, and within a Listener, to recover the original addressing information before passing
the packet up the protocol stack. It is also useful in a relay system that is providing that restoration as a proxy
service for a Listener.

The managed objects for Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification are described in 9.1.4.

NOTE 1—The drop_eligible parameter is also present, along with the VLAN identifier and priority, in an IEEE 802.1Q
VLAN tag. FRER does not affect the use of this parameter. It passes through Active Destination MAC and VLAN
Stream identification unchanged, and defaults to False when not present.

NOTE 2—Changing the destination MAC address and/or VLAN must be done carefully, if the receiver is to recognize
the packet. For example, if Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification is used along with IP Stream iden-
tification (6.7), the user can configure Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification at the receiving end to
restore the original destination MAC address and VLAN before delivery up the protocol stack.
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6.7 IP Stream identification

The IP Stream identification is a passive Stream identification function that operates at the transport layer
and Internet Protocol (IP) interface layer. It can be defined using the union of the IP address primitives listed
in 9.1.5 and parameters defined by the EISS described in 6.9 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014, in which case it is
enhanced with the stream_handle subparameter of the connection_identifier, specified in 6.1 of the present
standard. In IP Stream identification, the IP and higher layer address parameters and the EISS parameters are
used to determine the stream_handle subparameter of packets passed up the stack, and discards the
stream_handle subparameter for packets passed down the stack. It does not change any of a packet’s other
parameters. In order to instantiate the IP Stream identification function, the tsnStreamIdIdentificationType
managed object (9.1.1.6) is encoded using the OUI (00-80-C2) and the type values as shown in Table 9-1.

IP Stream identification can be coupled, for example, with Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream
identification (6.6) to assign a particular {MAC address, VLAN, priority} triple to packets belonging to a
particular unicast IP Stream, as shown in Figure 8-1, Port A, where IP Stream identification would be in the
box labeled “Passive Upper Stream identification functions (6.2).”

The managed objects for IP Stream identification are described in 9.1.5.

NOTE—The drop_eligible parameter is also present, along with the VLAN identifier and priority, in an IEEE 802.1Q
VLAN tag. FRER does not affect the use of this parameter. It passes through IP Stream identification unchanged, and
defaults to False when not present.
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7. Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability

7.1 Overview of Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability

7.1.1 Goals and objectives

FRER, as specified in this clause, provides increased reliability (reduced packet loss rates) for a Stream by
sequence numbering and replicating every packet, in the source end system and/or in relay systems in the
network, and eliminating those replicates in the destination end system and/or in other relay systems.

Figure 7-1 illustrates an example of a Compound Stream with four component Member Streams. In this
example, a sequence_number subparameter (6.1) is generated and encoded into each packet in the leftmost
box. Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2) eliminate duplicate packets, and the non-duplicate packets copied
as a new Member Stream (with sequence numbers unchanged), at two intermediate points. The final two
Member Streams are brought together and the duplicates eliminated at the destination at right. This
configuration protects against all 7 possible one-link failures, and against 16 of 21 possible two-link failures.

FRER has the following goals and objectives:

a) Packet replication: By replicating packets, sending them on separate paths, and then using the
sequence_number to eliminate replicates, the effective probability of packet loss is reduced.

NOTE 1—The means by which the multiple paths are created is the subject of other standards, including
IEEE Std 802.1Q™, IEEE Std 802.1Qca™, and IEEE P802.1Qcc™.10

b) Multicast or unicast: A path on which a Stream is sent can be a point-to-point path or a point-to-
multipoint tree.

c) Intermittent Streams: A Stream such that there can be no more than one packet in flight on any
given path than on any other path.

d) Bulk Streams: A Stream such that there can be many more packets in flight on any given path than
on any other path.

NOTE 2—An equivalent distinction between bulk and intermittent Streams is that, at the point at which the Streams are
combined, the difference between the sequence numbers of an intermittent Stream along the two paths can be no greater
than 1. Bulk Streams, for which the difference can be greater than 1, require a somewhat more complex replicate
deletion capability than intermittent Streams.

10Numbers preceded by P are IEEE authorized standards projects that were not approved by the IEEE-SA Standards Board at the time
this publication went to press. For information about obtaining drafts, contact the IEEE.

Figure 7-1—Compound Stream built from four Member Streams
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e) Flexible positioning: The FRER functions have to be usable in a number of configurations, as
explained in Annex C, including (but not limited to):

1) In an end system’s protocol stack.
2) In a relay system’s protocol stack (e.g., systems C and F in Figure C-4).
3) In a relay system’s protocol stack, where the FRER functions are acting in proxy for an

adjacent end system that lacks a FRER capability (e.g., system B in Figure C-4).

f) Latent error detection: When replicating a Stream, if a component along one path fails, it is not
immediately apparent to the receiver that something is wrong, since the other path continues to
deliver data. Given the higher reliability achievable with FRER, some means of detecting a failure to
actually deliver copies of each packet is required at the point that the replicated packets are
discarded.

g) Interoperability: There exist protocols antecedent to this standard that provide a similar function,
but have details that are different from this standard that would make it difficult or impossible to
design an interworking function that translates between the different standards’ packet formats. This
standard defines a small number of controls that make such interoperation possible (see Annex B).

h) Backward compatibility: To increase the number of uses available for FRER, it is desirable for a
set of end systems conforming to this standard to obtain most or all of the benefits of FRER when
connected to a network that is not aware of FRER, and for a network of conformant relay systems to
offer these benefits to unaware end systems.

i) Dynamic capability: Some applications will need to turn FRER on or off on an operational Stream,
rather than only when the Stream is quiescent.

j) Robustness: At packet loss rates targeted by FRER, certain classes of errors, e.g., a stuck transmit-
ter repeatedly sending the same packet, become more important than, for example, simple packet
loss events. FRER has to be proof against such errors.

k) Zero congestion loss: Various techniques (e.g., IEEE 802.1BA-2011 [B1], Audio Video Bridging)
can be used to provide a Stream with zero (or very low) packet loss due to congestion. FRER has to
be compatible with such techniques.

NOTE 3—There are additional QoS features provided by Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN). FRER offers the most
benefit when used in combination with other features, including especially zero congestion loss.

l) Ease of use: It must be possible to employ FRER without per-Stream configuration in each relay
system.

In addition to the above goals, there are other possible capabilities that are explicitly not goals of this
standard:

m) In-order delivery: FRER can cause packets belonging to a Compound Stream to be delivered in a
sequence other than that in which they were transmitted. Rectifying this is beyond the scope of this
standard.

If the paths of the Member Streams comprising a Compound Stream have significantly different lengths, and
if the Streams are bulk Streams (item d), then a lost packet on the shorter path can easily give rise to an out-
of-order delivery when its duplicate arrives via the longer path, even though in-order delivery is maintained
for each Member Stream along its own path. Delivering packets in their original order for the Compound
Stream, as indicated by the sequence numbers, would require buffering the packets. Because of this
buffering requirement, in-order delivery for a Compound Stream is explicitly not a goal of FRER. Users of
Bridged Virtual LANs, as defined in IEEE Std 802.1Q, need to understand that the usual expectations of
in-order delivery can be compromised by FRER.

FRER can be configured to apply recursively, so that a Compound Stream composed of Member Streams
can itself be a Member Stream to an enclosing Compound Stream.
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7.2 Use of the term Stream

Readers of this standard who are familiar with IEEE Std 802.1Q will recognize that the distinction between
a Member Stream and a Compound Stream is required by the present standard. For example, in
IEEE Std 802.1Q, the Stream is both the entire Talker-to-Listener path and that for which a bandwidth
reservation must be made before the Stream can obtain the desired QoS. It is expected that bandwidth
reservations using the mechanisms of IEEE Std 802.1Q could be made for each of the four Member Streams
illustrated in Figure 7-1, while the end-to-end Talker-to-Listener path is the whole Compound Stream. (See
C.9.)

In addition, IEEE Std 802.1Q defines a StreamID that is used to identify a stream between a Talker and one
or more Listener(s). In contrast, the present standard defines a stream_handle subparameter that is used
internally to identify a Stream.

Some end systems sequence number their packets per system, rather than per-Stream. Such an end system
can transmit any number of separate Streams (in the sense of data flows), each with different
destination_mac_address, IP address, TCP port numbers, VLANs, etc., each with its own entries in a relay
system’s forwarding database and/or each with its own bandwidth reservation. In receiving end systems or
in relay systems, Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification (6.5) is useful for organizing Individual
recovery functions and Sequence recovery functions, because the sequence_number parameter is per-source
MAC address, not per-destination MAC address; each state machine can operate on all of the individual
Streams transmitted by a single source as a single Stream. Therefore, any number of individual Streams (in
the bandwidth reservation sense) can be considered a single Stream (in the source MAC address sense) by
different systems in a network. See also B.2.

7.3 Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability functions

FRER provides five of the functions illustrated in Figure 7-2. Not all functions are required in every protocol
stack.

a) Sequencing: This function (see 7.4):

1) Supplies a sequential value for the sequence_number subparameter for packets passed down
from the upper layer for transmission (7.4.1);

2) Examines the sequence numbers of received packets passed up to it (from multiple Streams),
and discards packets whose sequence_number subparameter indicates that it is a duplicate of a
packet received previously (7.4.2); and

3) Monitors counter variables to detect latent errors of Streams passed up to it (7.4.4).

Figure 7-2—Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability functions
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b) Stream splitting: This function (see 7.7):

1) Replicates each packet passed down to it, assigning each replicate a different stream_handle, at
most one of which can be the same as the original.

2) Passes packets unchanged up the stack.

c) Individual recovery: This function (see 7.5):

1) Examines the sequence numbers of received packets passed up to it (belonging to Member
Streams), and discards packets whose sequence_number subparameter indicates that it is a
duplicate of a packet received previously.

d) Sequence Encode/Decode: This function (see 7.6):

1) Encodes the sequence_number subparameter into the packet in a manner such that it can be
decoded by its peer Sequencing function(s) by altering the other packet parameters, typically
by encoding the sequence_number in the packet data by some means, e.g., an R-TAG (7.8).

2) Extracts the sequence_number from a received packet passed up to it. Depending on the Stream
identification function used, the Sequencing function can remove the sequence_number
encapsulation from the packet.

The Sequence encode/decode function is not required if the Stream identification function used in
the stack encodes all of the required subparameters.

FRER also requires the Stream identification function (Clause 6):

e) Stream identification: This function (see Clause 6):

1) Passes each packet down the stack and, if required by the particular encapsulation method
configured, uses the stream_handle to alter the packet; and

2) Derives a stream_handle from a received packet and passes it up the stack, altering the packet if
required by the encapsulation method.

7.4 Sequencing function

The Sequencing function makes use of the stream_handle and sequence_number service subparameters of
6.1. The Sequencing function has two kinds of component functions. Sequence generation functions (7.4.1)
operate on packets passed down the protocol stack towards the physical layer in Figure 7-2 and generate a
value for the sequence_number subparameter. Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2) operate on packets
passed up the stack towards the higher layer functions and use the sequence_number subparameter to decide
which packets to pass and which to discard.

On any given port, zero or more instances of the Sequence generation function, and/or Sequence recovery
function can be instantiated. These functions can be instantiated as in-facing or out-facing functions. For
both kinds of functions, the stream_handle subparameter of a packet determines through which function, if
any, the packet is passed. Each instance of each function has its own set of state variables.

7.4.1 Sequence generation function

The sequence generation function resides in the Sequencing function (7.4). It generates a sequence_number
subparameter for each packet of a Stream passed down to the lower layers. There is at most one sequence
generation function per port per stream_handle value per direction (in-facing or out-facing), as specified
through managed objects (10.3).

The sequence generation function is described in terms of the following:

a) Managed objects that control the sequence generation function and that are affected by the sequence
generation function (10.3, 10.8);
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b) Events, the occurrence of which trigger the execution of code routines, and that can be triggered by
the code routines (7.4.1.1);

c) Variables that are manipulated by the code routines and maintain the state of the sequence
generation function between routine executions (7.4.1.2); and

d) Two code routines that interact with the managed objects, events, and variables (7.4.1.4, 7.4.1.3).

7.4.1.1 Events for sequence generation

There are two events that can affect the sequence generation function, and one that it produces.

a) BEGIN: The global event that resets all functions, including the sequence generation function. This
event triggers the execution of the SequenceGenerationReset routine (7.4.1.3).

b) DATA_REQUEST: The event that presents a packet from the upper layers to the sequence
generation function for transmission to the lower layers, e.g., the M_UNITDATA.request primitive
of the ISS of IEEE Std 802.1AC. This event triggers the execution of the
SequenceGenerationAlgorithm routine (7.4.1.4).

c) SEND_DATA: The event that presents a packet down the stack from the sequence generation
function to the lower layers, e.g., the M_UNITDATA.request primitive of the ISS of
IEEE Std 802.1AC.

7.4.1.2 Variables for sequence generation

Each instance of the sequence generation function has its own set of variables, independent from any other
instance.

7.4.1.2.1 GenSeqSpace

GenSeqSpace specifies the range of values for the sequence_number subparameter and other variables that
depend on it. It is a constant with the value 65 536.

7.4.1.2.2 GenSeqNum

The GenSeqNum variable contains the value that the sequence generation function increments after passing
down to the lower layer as the sequence_number subparameter. The variable is an unsigned integer in the
range 0 to (GenSeqSpace – 1). GenSeqSpace is defined in 7.4.1.2.1. GenSeqNum is initialized to 0
whenever the function is reset (7.4.1.3), and incremented by 1 after its value is copied to the
sequence_number subparameter. When incremented past its maximum value, the new value is 0.

7.4.1.3 SequenceGenerationReset

The SequenceGenerationReset function is called whenever the BEGIN event occurs (item a in 7.4.1.1) or
the value True is written to the frerSeqRcvyReset managed object (10.4.1.4). It resets GenSeqNum
(7.4.1.2.2) and increments frerCpsSeqGenResets (10.8.2).

void SequenceGenerationReset () {
   GenSeqNum = 0;
   frerCpsSeqGenResets = frerCpsSeqGenResets + 1;
}

7.4.1.4 SequenceGenerationAlgorithm

The SequenceGenerationAlgorithm function is called whenever the DATA_REQUEST (item b in 7.4.1.1)
event occurs. It copies GenSeqNum (7.4.1.2.2) to the sequence_number subparameter (item b in 6.1) and
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increments GenSeqNum. It then triggers the SEND_DATA primitive (item c in 7.4.1.1) to pass the packet
on to the next lower layer.

void SequenceGenerationAlgorithm () {
   unsigned int sequence_number = GenSeqNum;
   if (GenSeqNum >= (GenSeqSpace - 1))
      GenSeqNum = 0;
   else
      GenSeqNum = GenSeqNum + 1;
   SEND_DATA; // Pass packet & sequence_number subparameter down stack
}

7.4.2 Sequence recovery function

The Sequence recovery function operates on a merged set of Member Streams originally marked with
sequence_number (6.1) values from a single instance of the Sequence generation function (7.4.1). It is not to
be confused with the Individual recovery function (7.5) that applies to only one Member Stream, although
both use the same basic algorithms.

An instantiation of the Sequence recovery function consists of the following:

a) An instantiation of the Base recovery function (7.4.3), either the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm
(7.4.3.4) or the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5), with its frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery object
(10.4.1.10) set to False, configured to apply to one or more values of the sequence_number
subparameter; and

b) An instantiation of the Latent error detection function (7.4.4).

Managed objects (Clause 9 and Clause 10) are used to instantiate these functions on ports of a system.

NOTE—The managed objects in Clause 9 and Clause 10 create an instantiation of the Sequence recovery function per
port. In fact, a relay system can choose to create a single instance of the Sequence recovery function as part of its
forwarding function, or one instance per line card, or in some other, distributed fashion, without violating the externally
visible behaviors specified by this standard. The per-instantiation variables are internal to the system, so their definitions
are not affected by this choice. See 10.8.1 for a discussion of what this choice means for the counters in Clause 9 and
Clause 10 that are referenced by instantiations of the Sequence recovery function.

7.4.3 Base recovery function

A Base recovery function resides in the Sequencing function (7.4). It evaluates the sequence_number
subparameter of a packet of one or more Member Streams passed up from the lower layers, in order to
discard duplicated packets. A given instantiation of a Base recovery function can function as either a
Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) or an Individual recovery function (7.5). This choice, the selection of
stream_handle subparameter value(s) to which an instantiation applies, the port and direction (in-facing or
out-facing) on which it resides, and other operational parameters are specified through managed objects
(10.4).

The sequence recovery function is described in terms of the following:

a) Managed objects that control the sequence recovery function and that are affected by the sequence
recovery function (10.4, 10.8);

b) Events, the occurrence of which trigger the execution of code routines and which can be triggered by
the code routines (7.4.3.1);
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c) Variables that are manipulated by the code routines and maintain the state of the sequence recovery
function between routine executions (7.4.3.2); and

d) Four code routines that interact with the managed objects, events, and variables (7.4.3.3, 7.4.3.4,
7.4.3.5, 7.4.3.6).

The sequence recovery function has two sequence recovery algorithms (7.4.3.4, 7.4.3.5) so that it can be
used either for Intermittent Streams (item c in 7.1.1) or for Bulk Streams (item d in 7.1.1). As long as the
maximum difference in the number of packets in flight among all of the paths taken by the Member Streams
served by a given sequence recovery function does not exceed the size of the SequenceHistory variable
(7.4.3.2.2, 10.4.1.6), the packets are delivered without duplication, but can be delivered out-of-order. If the
difference exceeds this value, then duplicate packets can be delivered.

NOTE 1—The requirements for conformance to this standard, particularly item c in 5.9 and item e in 5.12, specify that
the sequence recovery function need only support a minimum difference in path length for the correct elimination of
duplicates in Bulk Streams. If the actual path difference in a given network exceeds the capability of a sequence
recovery function, then duplicate packets will be delivered. It is up to the user to see that the capabilities of the systems
purchased match the needs of the particular network in which they are employed.

A FRER recovery function shall not process a packet unless the lower-level packet validity checks (e.g.,
IEEE Std 802.3 [B2], Frame Check Sequence) have been completed successfully.

NOTE 2—This restriction has the effect of disallowing cut through forwarding on a port on which the FRER recovery
function is discarding packets.

7.4.3.1 Events for sequence recovery

There are three events that can affect the sequence recovery function, and one that the Base recovery
function can trigger.

a) BEGIN: The global event that resets all functions, including the sequence recovery function. This
event triggers the execution of the SequenceRecoveryReset routine (7.4.3.3).

b) DATA_INDICATION: The event that presents a packet up the stack to the sequence recovery
function from the lower layers, e.g., the M_UNITDATA.indication primitive of the ISS of
IEEE Std 802.1AC.

c) RECOVERY_TIMEOUT: The event that occurs when the RemainingTicks (7.4.3.2.4) variable
reaches 0. It triggers the execution of the SequenceRecoveryReset routine (7.4.3.3).

d) PRESENT_DATA: The event that presents a packet up the stack from the sequence recovery func-
tion to the upper layers, e.g., the M_UNITDATA.indication primitive of the ISS of
IEEE Std 802.1AC. This event can be triggered by the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm routine (7.4.3.4)
and the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm routine (7.4.3.5).

7.4.3.2 Variables for sequence recovery

Each instance of the sequence recovery function has its own set of variables, independent from any other
instance.

7.4.3.2.1 RecovSeqSpace

RecovSeqSpace specifies the range of values for the sequence_number subparameter and other variables
that depend on it. It is a constant with the value 65 536.
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7.4.3.2.2 SequenceHistory

The SequenceHistory variable maintains a history of the sequence_number subparameters of recently
received packets. The SequenceHistory variable is a bit vector, with one bit for each value from 0 to
(frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength – 1), corresponding to sequence_numbers in the range RecovSeqNum
(7.4.3.2.3) through (RecovSeqNum – frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength + 1), inclusive, with the arithmetic in both
expressions performed modulo frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength. A 1 in the SequenceHistory indicates that the
corresponding sequence_number has been received, and a 0 that it has not.

7.4.3.2.3 RecovSeqNum

The RecovSeqNum variable holds the highest sequence_number value received (modulo RecovSeqSpace),
or the value (RecovSeqSpace – 1), if none have been received since the sequence recovery function was
reset. The variable is an unsigned integer in the range 0 to (RecovSeqSpace – 1). RecovSeqSpace is defined
in 7.4.3.2.1. RecovSeqNum is initialized to (RecovSeqSpace – 1) whenever the function is reset (7.4.3.3).
When incremented past its maximum value, the new value is 0.

7.4.3.2.4 RemainingTicks

An unsigned integer variable that holds the number of clock ticks remaining until a
RECOVERY_TIMEOUT event (item c in 7.4.3.1) occurs. It is decremented regularly, at the rate indicated
by TicksPerSecond (7.4.3.2.5), and can be reset by the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) and the
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5). When RemainingTicks decrements from 1 to 0, a
RECOVERY_TIMEOUT event occurs, and RemainingTicks remains at 0.

7.4.3.2.5 TicksPerSecond

An unsigned integer value, supplied by the implementation, that indicates the number of times per second
that the variable RemainingTicks (7.4.3.2.4) is decremented. The value of TicksPerSecond shall be 100 or
greater.

7.4.3.2.6 TakeAny

A Boolean value indicating whether the recovery algorithm (7.4.3.4 or 7.4.3.5) is to accept the next packet,
no matter what the value of its sequence_number subparameter.

7.4.3.3 SequenceRecoveryReset

SequenceRecoveryReset is called whenever the BEGIN event (item a in 7.4.3.1) or the
RECOVERY_TIMEOUT event (item c in 7.4.3.1) occurs. It resets the RecovSeqNum (7.4.3.2.3) and
SequenceHistory (7.4.3.2.2) variables to their initial states, increments frerCpsSeqRcvyResets (10.8.9), and
sets TakeAny (7.4.3.2.6). Note that RecovSeqNum and SequenceHistory are reset only if the
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) is configured.

void SequenceRecoveryReset (
   if (frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm == Vector_Alg) {
      int i;
      RecovSeqNum = RecovSeqSpace - 1;
      for (i = 0; i < frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength; i = i + 1)
         SequenceHistory[i] = 0; // Set all bits 0 (packet not seen)
   }
   frerCpsSeqRcvyResets = frerCpsSeqRcvyResets + 1;
   TakeAny              = true;
}
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7.4.3.4 VectorRecoveryAlgorithm

VectorRecoveryAlgorithm is called whenever the DATA_INDICATION event occurs (item b in 7.4.3.1)
and the Sequence recovery function is configured to use the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm
(frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm = Vector_Alg, 10.4.1.5). If it terminates without triggering the PRESENT_DATA
event (item d in 7.4.3.1), then the packet is effectively discarded. Each instance of the function is controlled
by the constant RecovSeqSpace (7.4.3.2.1) and the managed object frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength (10.4.1.6).

One can observe that if the managed object frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength contains the value 1, then this
algorithm is suitable for Intermittent Streams (item c in 7.1.1). In that case, the SequenceHistory variable
(7.4.3.2.2) merely records whether the RecovSeqNum (7.4.3.2.3) does or does not record the
sequence_number subparameter of a received packet. [It does not immediately after
SequenceRecoveryReset (7.4.3.3) is called.] If frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength contains a value greater than one,
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm serves as the more complex algorithm suitable for Bulk Streams (item d in
7.1.1).

Immediately after SequenceRecoveryReset (7.4.3.3) is called, the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm accepts the
first packet received as valid. After the first packet has been accepted, all subsequent packets that are in the
window last packet number accepted ± frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength are accepted, and those packets with
sequence_number values outside that range are discarded. Each packet accepted and passed up the stack
resets the timer variable RemainingTicks (7.4.3.2.4). If that variable ticks down to 0, meaning that no packet
has been accepted in frerSeqRcvyResetMSec milliseconds (10.4.1.7), then SequenceRecoveryReset again
resets the algorithm, and the next packet received is accepted.

This timeout mechanism means that:

a) “Rogue” packets, meaning packets outside the frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength window, are discarded as
invalid.

b) If a Base recovery function somehow gets out of step with its corresponding Sequence generation
function, then after frerSeqRcvyResetMSec milliseconds, the Base recovery function will be reset
and data will again be passed.

c) If a Sequence generation function is reset, perhaps by rebooting a system, then Base recovery
functions that have not been reset are likely to discard packets until the timeout has occurred.

d) If a Talker or a relay system fails in such a way as to repeatedly transmit packets with the same
sequence_number subparameter (perhaps repeating exactly the same packet), those packets will
continue to be discarded, at least until the sequence_number wraps around.

NOTE—Individual recovery functions (7.5) can be configured to discard repeated sequence_number values (or
sequences of values) and prevent even this wrap around problem.

As a result of item d, it is advisable for a Listener or relay system to be configured to discard packets in a
single Member Stream. See 7.5 and C.10.

void VectorRecoveryAlgorithm () {
   //  Check that sequence number is present in the packet
   unsigned int sequence_number;
   if (sequence_number == frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue) {
      frerCpsSeqRcvyTaglessPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyTaglessPackets + 1;
      if (frerSeqRcvyTakeNoSequence) {
         frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets + 1;
         frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  = frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  + 1;
         RemainingTicks              =
                     ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec*TicksPerSecond)+999)/1000;
         PRESENT_DATA;
      } else {
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         frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets =
                                    frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets + 1;
         frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets = frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets + 1;
      }
      return;
   }
   // Compute signed difference modulo RecovSeqSpace.
   int delta = (sequence_number-RecovSeqNum) & (RecovSeqSpace - 1);
   if (0 != (delta & (RecovSeqSpace/2)))
      delta = delta - RecovSeqSpace;
   // Here, -(RecovSeqSpace/2)<=delta<=((RecovSeqSpace/2)-1)
   // After reset, accept any packet
   if (TakeAny) {
      TakeAny                     = false;
      SequenceHistory[0]          = 1;    // Shift, adding a "seen" bit
      RecovSeqNum                 = sequence_number;
      frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets + 1;
      frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  = frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  + 1;
      RemainingTicks              =
         ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec * TicksPerSecond) + 999) / 1000;
      PRESENT_DATA;
   } else if (delta >=  frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength  ||
              delta <= -frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength     )
   {
      // Packet is out-of-range.  Count and discard it.
      frerCpsSeqRcvyRoguePackets  = frerCpsSeqRcvyRoguePackets  + 1;
      frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets = frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets + 1;
      // Reset timer if working on an individual Stream
      if (frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery)
         RemainingTicks           =
            ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec * TicksPerSecond) + 999) / 1000;
   } else if (delta <= 0) {
      // Packet is old and in SequenceHistory; have we seen it before?
      if (0 == SequenceHistory[-delta]) {
         // Packet has not been seen.  Take it.
         SequenceHistory[-delta]     = 1;
         frerCpsSeqRcvyOutOfOrderPackets =
                                  frerCpsSeqRcvyOutOfOrderPackets  + 1;
         frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets + 1;
         frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  = frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  + 1;
         RemainingTicks              =
            ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec * TicksPerSecond) + 999) / 1000;
         PRESENT_DATA;
      } else {
         // Packet has been seen.  Do not forward.  Count the discard.
         frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets =
                                    frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets + 1;
         frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets = frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets + 1;
         // Reset timer if working on an individual Stream
         if (frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery)
            RemainingTicks          =
               ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec * TicksPerSecond) + 999) / 1000;
      }
   } else {
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      // Packet is not too far ahead of the one we want.
      // Packet is out-of-order unless it directly follows RecovSeqNum
      if (delta != 1)
         frerCpsSeqRcvyOutOfOrderPackets =
                                    frerCpsSeqRcvyOutOfOrderPackets + 1;
      // Shift the history until bit 0 refers to sequence_number.
      while (0 != (delta = delta - 1))
         ShiftSequenceHistory(0);   // Shift, adding a "not seen" bit
      ShiftSequenceHistory(1);      // Shift, adding a "seen" bit
      RecovSeqNum                 = sequence_number;
      frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets + 1;
      frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  = frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  + 1;
      RemainingTicks              =
         ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec * TicksPerSecond) + 999) / 1000;
      PRESENT_DATA;
   }
}

7.4.3.5 MatchRecoveryAlgorithm

MatchRecoveryAlgorithm is called whenever the DATA_INDICATION event occurs (item b in 7.4.3.1)
and the Sequence recovery function is configured to use the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm
(frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm = Match_Alg, 10.4.1.5). If it terminates without triggering the PRESENT_DATA
event (item d in 7.4.3.1), then the packet is effectively discarded.

Immediately after SequenceRecoveryReset (7.4.3.3) is called, the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm accepts the
first packet received as valid. After the first packet has been accepted, all subsequent packets either match
the last packet number accepted, and are therefore discarded, or do not, in which case they are accepted.
Each packet accepted and passed up the stack resets the timer variable RemainingTicks (7.4.3.2.4). If that
variable ticks down to 0, meaning that no packet has been accepted in frerSeqRcvyResetMSec milliseconds
(10.4.1.7), then SequenceRecoveryReset again resets the algorithm, and the next packet received is
accepted.

The timer mechanism prevents the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm from getting stuck forever, blocking packet 1,
in case a Talker fails or is reset soon after initialization.

If a Talker or a relay system fails in such a way as to repeatedly transmit packets with the same
sequence_number subparameter (perhaps repeating exactly the same packet), those packets will continue to
be discarded, at least until the sequence_number wraps around. At that point, either the stuck packet or the
right packet could be passed. Therefore, it is advisable for a Listener or relay system to be configured to
discard packets in a single Member Stream. See 7.5 and C.10.

NOTE—Individual recovery functions (7.5) can be configured to discard repeated sequence_number values (or
sequences of values) and prevent even this wrap around problem.

void MatchRecoveryAlgorithm () {
   //  Check that sequence number is present in the packet
   unsigned int sequence_number;
   if (sequence_number; == frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue) {
      frerCpsSeqRcvyTaglessPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyTaglessPackets + 1;
      frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets  = frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets  + 1;
      frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets   = frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets   + 1;
      PRESENT_DATA;
      return;
   }
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    // After reset, accept any packet
   if (TakeAny) {
      TakeAny                     = false;
      RecovSeqNum                 = sequence_number;
      frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets + 1;
      frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  = frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  + 1;
      RemainingTicks              =
         ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec * TicksPerSecond) + 999) / 1000;
      PRESENT_DATA;
   }
   // Compute signed difference modulo RecovSeqSpace.
   int delta = (sequence_number-RecovSeqNum) & (RecovSeqSpace - 1);
   if (delta == 0) {
      // Packet has been seen.  Do not forward.  Count the discard.
      frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets =
                                    frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets + 1;
      frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets    = frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets + 1;
      // Reset timer if working on an individual Stream
      if (frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery)
         RemainingTicks          =
            ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec * TicksPerSecond) + 999) / 1000;
   } else {
      // Packet has not been seen; accept it.
      // Packet is out-of-order unless it directly follows RecovSeqNum
      if (delta != 1)
         frerCpsSeqRcvyOutOfOrderPackets =
                                frerCpsSeqRcvyOutOfOrderPackets + 1;
      RecovSeqNum                 = sequence_number;
      frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets + 1;
      frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  = frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets  + 1;
      RemainingTicks              =
         ((frerSeqRcvyResetMSec * TicksPerSecond) + 999) / 1000;
      PRESENT_DATA;
   }
}

7.4.3.6 ShiftSequenceHistory

This routine is called by the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm routine (7.4.3.4) to advance the SequenceHistory bit
array (7.4.3.2.2) and to count lost packets (frerCpsSeqRcvyLostPackets, 10.8.7). ShiftSequenceHistory
takes one parameter, which is the new value for index 0 in the SequenceHistory bit array.

void ShiftSequenceHistory (int newZeroValue) {
   int i;
   if (0 == SequenceHistory[frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength - 1])
      frerCpsSeqRcvyLostPackets = frerCpsSeqRcvyLostPackets + 1;
   for (i = frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength - 1; i != 0; i = i - 1)
      SequenceHistory[i] = SequenceHistory[i - 1];
   SequenceHistory[0] = newZeroValue;
}
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7.4.4 Latent error detection function

Each instance of a Latent error detection function is part of a Sequence recovery function (7.4.2). It monitors
the managed objects associated with a single instance of the Base recovery function (7.4.3), in order to
detect the condition that relatively few packets are being discarded by that function. Latent error detection
operates on the assumption that, in a properly functioning Compound Stream employing n paths into the
current system, there will be n – 1 packets discarded for every packet passed through the Base recovery
function (7.4.3). The latent error detection function issues a SIGNAL_LATENT_ERROR (item d in 7.4.4.1)
when that assumption is violated.

There is at most one latent error detection function per port per stream_handle value per direction (in-facing
or out-facing), as specified through the managed objects (10.4) that control both functions. For every Base
recovery function configured, there can be only zero or one associated latent error detection function. Any
implementation that supports the Base recovery function shall support the Latent error detection function.

Latent error detection is accomplished by two periodic functions. The first (LatentErrorTest, 7.4.4.4)
examines the number of packets passed and discarded, and reports a latent error if the differences among
those counters exceed a set threshold. The other periodic function (LatentErrorReset, 7.4.4.3) resets the
variables used by the first, so that occasional random packet losses do not accumulate forever. These
functions are driven by timers, not by the receipt or transmission of packets.

The latent error detection function is described in terms of the following:

a) Managed objects that control the latent error detection function and that are affected by the latent
error detection function (10.4, 10.8);

b) Events, the occurrence of which trigger the execution of code routines, and that can be triggered by
the code routines (7.4.4.1);

c) Variables that are manipulated by the code routines, and maintain the state of the latent error
detection function between routine executions (7.4.4.2); and

d) Two code routines that interact with the managed objects, events, and variables (7.4.4.3, 7.4.4.4).

NOTE—The latent error detection algorithm (7.4.4.3, 7.4.4.4) cannot catch all errors. For example, if one path
erroneously produces twice the proper number of copies and the other path fails, LatentErrorTest will generate no error.
For this reason, the LatentErrorTest should be used in conjunction with Individual recovery functions (7.5).

7.4.4.1 Events for latent error detection

There are three events that can affect the latent error detection function:

a) BEGIN: The global event that resets all functions, including the latent error detection function. This
event triggers the execution of the LatentErrorReset routine (7.4.4.3).

b) RESET_LATENT_ERROR: This event is generated periodically and is controlled by
frerSeqRcvyLatentResetPeriod (10.4.1.12.4). It triggers the execution of the LatentErrorReset
routine (7.4.4.3).

c) TRIGGER_LATENT_ERROR_TEST: This event is generated periodically and is controlled by
frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPeriod (10.4.1.12.2). It triggers the execution of the LatentErrorTest routine
(7.4.4.4).

The latent error detection function can trigger one event:

d) SIGNAL_LATENT_ERROR: The event generated by the latent error detection function that
indicates to the upper layers a possible error condition.
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7.4.4.2 Variables for latent error detection

Each instance of the latent error detection function has its own set of variables, independent from any other
instance.

7.4.4.2.1 CurBaseDifference

The CurBaseDifference variable is an unsigned integer that is the same size as the counters (e.g.,
frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets, 10.8.5) from which its value is computed. It contains the offset between the
expected and actual number of discarded packets as it was the last time that the LatentErrorReset function
(7.4.4.3) was called.

7.4.4.3 LatentErrorReset

LatentErrorReset is called whenever the BEGIN event (item a in 7.4.4.1) or the RESET_LATENT_ERROR
(item b in 7.4.4.1) event occur. It recomputes the CurBaseDifference (7.4.4.2.1) variable based on
frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets (10.8.5), frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths (10.4.1.12.3), and
frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets (10.8.6), and increments frerCpsSeqRcvyLatentErrorResets (10.8.10).

void LatentErrorReset () {
   CurBaseDifference = (frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets *
                           (frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths - 1)) -
                                      frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets;
   frerCpsSeqRcvyLatentErrorResets = frerCpsSeqRcvyLatentErrorResets +1;
}

7.4.4.4 LatentErrorTest

LatentErrorTest is called whenever the TRIGGER_LATENT_ERROR_TEST event occurs (item c in
7.4.4.1). It tests to see whether the number of packets discarded by the sequence recovery function is
approximately the expected number, and triggers an event if not, using CurBaseDifference
(7.4.4.2.1), frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets (10.8.5), frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths
(10.4.1.12.3), frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets (10.8.6), frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPeriod
(10.4.1.12.2), and frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDifference (10.4.1.12.1).

void LatentErrorTest () {
   int diff = CurBaseDifference - ((frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets *
                                     (frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths - 1)) -
                                          frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets);
   if (frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths  > 1  &&   // There are multiple paths
       frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPeriod > 0     ) // LE detection is turned on
   {
      if (diff < 0)
         diff = - diff;
      if (diff > frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDifference) {
         SIGNAL_LATENT_ERROR;
      }
   }
}

NOTE—This algorithm has, in effect, a quantization error of 2. That is, if the user is unlucky in the timing of
LatentErrorTest and LatentErrorReset, it may take a diff of 2*frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDifference to trigger a fault.
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7.5 Individual recovery function

The Individual recovery function is defined in order to meet the Robustness goal (item j in 7.1.1). It
accomplishes this by removing repeating sequence numbered packets received from a stuck transmitter. An
instantiation of the Individual recovery function consists of an instantiation of the Base recovery function
(7.4.3) with its frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery object (10.4.1.10) set to True, configured to apply to a
single Member Stream. [A Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) operates on all Member Streams of a
Compound Stream.] An instantiation of the Individual recovery function does not include an instance of the
Latent error detection function (7.4.4). An instantiation of the Individual recovery function can employ
either the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) or the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5).

By applying the Individual recovery function (7.5) to Member Streams, whether before or without the
application of the Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) to Compound Streams, errored Streams can be
discovered early, and pollution of the merged Stream avoided. Figure 7-3 shows the example network of
Figure 7-1, to which instances of the Individual recovery function have been added. See also C.10.

Unlike the Sequence recovery function, which is modeled as being instantiated on a specific port, a single
instantiation of an Individual recovery function can be applied to any number of ports. See C.11.

7.6 Sequence encode/decode function

The Sequence encode/decode function is responsible for inserting the sequence_number subparameter (item
b in 6.1) into the packet, and extracting it from the packet. If the Stream identification function (6.2) also
encodes and decodes the sequence_number subparameter for a given Stream on a particular port and
direction, then no Sequence encode/decode sublayer is needed. Instances of the Sequence encode/decode
function are instantiated via managed objects (10.5).

The only Sequence encode/decode format specified as required, separately from any Stream identification
function, is the Redundancy tag (R-TAG, 7.8). In addition, two optional formats (7.9, 7.10) are defined.

7.7 Stream splitting function

The Stream splitting function accepts a packet from the upper layers with a stream_handle subparameter
(item a in 6.1), makes zero or more copies of that packet, each with a stream_handle subparameter that can
be different from the original stream_handle, and passes those packets to the next-lower layer. This

Figure 7-3—Sequence recovery functions and Individual recovery functions
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Member Stream 3
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effectively creates Member Stream(s) from a Compound Stream. Packets passing up the stack are
unchanged by the Stream splitting function.

Instances of the Stream splitting function are created to process specific Streams by means of the Stream
split table (10.6) managed object. A packet passed down from the upper layers is acted upon by a Stream
splitting function on a particular port (10.6.1.1) and direction (10.6.1.2) only if its stream_handle
subparameter is in the frerSplitInputIdList (10.6.1.3) configured for that port and direction in some entry in
the Stream split table (10.6). If the stream_handle matches any of the items in that list, then one copy of the
packet is generated for each item in that same frerSplitEntry’s frerSplitOutputIdList (10.6.1.4), each copy
with one of those values for its stream_handle subparameter.

7.8 Redundancy tag

The Redundancy tag (R-TAG) is an example of a Sequence encode/decode function (7.6). It operates at the
frame level and can be defined using the ISS defined by IEEE Std 802.1AC, or the EISS described in 6.9 of
IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014, enhanced with the extra stream_handle and sequence_number subparameters
specified in 6.1. In order to instantiate the Sequence encode/decode function using the R-TAG, the
frerSeqEncEncapsType managed object (10.5.1.5) is encoded using the OUI (00-80-C2) and the type values
as shown in Table 10-2. The R-TAG is illustrated in Figure 7-4. The value for the EtherType for the R-TAG
is given in Table 7-1.

When presented by the upper layers with a service request (ISS M_UNITDATA.request or EISS
EM_UNITDATA.request), the Redundancy tag Sequence encode/decode function:

a) Creates an Redundancy tag information (7.8.2) word by copying the low-order 16 bits from the
sequence_number subparameter to the Sequence Number field of the Redundancy tag information,
and fills the Reserved field with zeros. The most-significant octet of the low-order 16 bits of the
sequence_number goes in the first octet (octet 4 in Figure 7-4).

NOTE 1—Any high-order bits above the low-order 16 bits of the sequence_number subparameter are ignored.

b) Inserts an EtherType (7.8.1) and the Redundancy tag information as the first octets of the
mac_service_data_unit parameter, thus increasing the size of the mac_service_data_unit parameter
by 6 octets.

When presented by the lower layers with a service indication (ISS M_UNITDATA.indication or EISS
EM_UNITDATA.indication), the Redundancy tag Sequence encode/decode function:

c) Examines the first two octets of the mac_service_data_unit parameter for equality with the
Redundancy tag EtherType specified in 7.8.1. If it is equal, and if the mac_service_data_unit is at
least 6 octets in length, then the Redundancy tag Sequence encode/decode function:
1) Removes the first 6 octets of the mac_service_data_unit, shortening it by 6 octets; and
2) Copies the Sequence Number field of the Redundancy tag information to the sequence_number

subparameter, ignoring the contents of the Reserved field.
d) If the first two octets of the mac_service_data_unit parameter are not equal to the Redundancy tag

EtherType, or if the mac_service_data_unit is less than 6 octets in length, then the Redundancy tag
Sequence encode/decode function:
1) Sets the sequence_number subparameter to frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue (10.4.1.8).

Figure 7-4—R-TAG format

EtherType 
(see Table 7-1)

octet: 0 1 2 3

Sequence Number (7.8.2)Reserved (7.8.2)
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2) Increments the frerCpsSeqEncErroredPackets and frerCpSeqEncErroredPackets managed
objects (10.8.11, 10.9.3).

NOTE 2—The position of the R-TAG in a frame relative to other tags depends on the number and relative position of the
Sequence encode/decode functions and other functions in the protocol stacks of the various components of a network.
The managed objects in Clause 9 and Clause 10 support placing the Sequence encode/decode functions in any position
to suit the needs of an application. See Clause 8 for a typical application of FRER to an IEEE 802.1Q Bridge.

7.8.1 Redundancy tag EtherType

The Tag Protocol Identifier (TPID) of the R-TAG shall use the value shown in Table 7-1.

7.8.2 Redundancy tag information

The R-TAG information consists of two fields:

a) The first two octets of the R-TAG information is a 16-bit Reserved field. This field shall be
transmitted with all zeros and shall be ignored on receipt. It is intended that future revisions of this
standard can use the most-significant bits of the Reserved field for sub-typing purposes, as described
in 9.2.1 of IEEE Std 802-2014.

b) The last two octets of the R-TAG information are a 16-bit value, the Sequence Number field.

7.9 HSR sequence tag

The optional High-availability Seamless Redundancy (HSR) sequence tag is an example of a Sequence
encode/decode function (7.6). It operates at the frame level and can be defined using the ISS defined by
IEEE Std 802.1AC, or the EISS described in 6.9 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014, enhanced with the extra
stream_handle and sequence_number subparameters specified in 6.1. In order to instantiate the Sequence
encode/decode function using the HSR sequence tag, the frerSeqEncEncapsType managed object (10.5.1.5)
is encoded using the OUI (00-80-C2) and the type values as shown in Table 10-2. The HSR sequence tag is
described in 5.7.1 of IEC 62439-3:2016.

When presented by the upper layers with a service request (ISS M_UNITDATA.request or EISS
EM_UNITDATA.request), the HSR sequence tag Sequence encode/decode function:

a) Creates an HSR sequence tag by:

1) Copying the low-order 16 bits from the sequence_number subparameter to the SeqNr field of
the HSR sequence tag;

2) Setting the LSDU Size field in accordance with 5.7.1 of IEC 62439-3:2016;
3) Setting the PathId field according to the per-port per-Stream managed object

frerSeqEncPathIdLanId (10.5.1.6); and
4) Setting the EtherType field according to 5.7.1 of IEC 62439-3:2016.

NOTE 1—Any high-order bits above the low-order 16 bits of the sequence_number subparameter are ignored.

b) Inserts the HSR sequence tag as the first octets of the mac_service_data_unit parameter, thus
increasing the size of the mac_service_data_unit parameter by 6 octets.

Table 7-1—R-TAG EtherType

Purpose EtherType

Redundancy tag (R-TAG) F1-C1
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When presented by the lower layers with a service indication (ISS M_UNITDATA.indication or EISS
EM_UNITDATA.indication), the HSR sequence tag Sequence encode/decode function:

c) Examines the first two octets of the mac_service_data_unit parameter for equality with the HSR
sequence tag EtherType specified in 5.7.1 of IEC 62439-3:2016. If it is equal, and if the
mac_service_data_unit is at least 6 octets in length, then the HSR sequence tag Sequence encode/
decode function:
1) Removes the first 6 octets of the mac_service_data_unit, shortening it by 6 octets; and
2) Copies the SeqNr field to the sequence_number subparameter.

d) If the first two octets of the mac_service_data_unit parameter are not equal to the HSR sequence tag
EtherType, or if the mac_service_data_unit is less than 6 octets in length, then the HSR sequence tag
Sequence encode/decode function:
1) Sets the sequence_number subparameter to frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue (10.4.1.8).
2) Increments the frerCpsSeqEncErroredPackets and frerCpSeqEncErroredPackets managed

objects (10.8.11, 10.9.3).

NOTE 2—No part of this standard is to be construed in a manner so as to alter the specifications in, or the intent of, IEC
62439-3:2016, or to restrict its future development in any way. The purpose of 7.9 is to enable the creation of interwork-
ing functions between end systems employing the R-TAG (7.8) and the HSR sequence tag.

NOTE 3—See B.2 for additional considerations when interworking between FRER and HSR.

NOTE 4—The position of the Sequence encode/decode function in the protocol stack does not need to change
depending on whether the R-TAG, the HSR tag, or the PRP trailer is used.

7.10 PRP sequence trailer

The optional Parallel Redundancy Protocol (PRP) sequence trailer is an example of a Sequence encode/
decode function (7.6). It operates at the frame level and can be defined using the ISS defined by
IEEE Std 802.1AC, or the EISS described in 6.9 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014, enhanced with the extra
stream_handle and sequence_number subparameters specified in 6.1. In order to instantiate the Sequence
encode/decode function using the PRP sequence trailer, the frerSeqEncEncapsType managed object
(10.5.1.5) is encoded using the OUI (00-80-C2) and the type values as shown in Table 10-2. The PRP
sequence trailer is described in 4.2.7.3 of IEC 62439-3:2016.

When presented by the upper layers with a service request (ISS M_UNITDATA.request or EISS
EM_UNITDATA.request), the PRP sequence trailer Sequence encode/decode function:

a) Creates an PRP sequence trailer by:

1) Copying the low-order 16 bits from the sequence_number subparameter to the SeqNr field of
the PRP sequence trailer;

2) Setting the LSDU Size field in accordance with 4.2.7.3 of IEC 62439-3:2016;
3) Setting the LanId field according to the per-port per-Stream managed object

frerSeqEncPathIdLanId (10.5.1.6); and
4) Setting the PRPsuffix field according to 4.2.7.3 of IEC 62439-3:2016.

NOTE 1—Any high-order bits above the low-order 16 bits of the sequence_number subparameter are ignored.

b) Inserts the PRP sequence trailer as the final octets of the mac_service_data_unit parameter, thus
increasing the size of the mac_service_data_unit parameter by 6 octets.

When presented by the lower layers with a service indication (ISS M_UNITDATA.indication or EISS
EM_UNITDATA.indication), the PRP sequence trailer Sequence encode/decode function:

c) Examines the last two octets of the mac_service_data_unit parameter for equality with the PRP
sequence trailer PRPsuffix field specified in 4.2.7.3 of IEC 62439-3:2016. If it is equal, and if the
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mac_service_data_unit is at least 8 octets in length, then the PRP sequence trailer Sequence encode/
decode function:

1) Removes the last 6 octets of the mac_service_data_unit, shortening it by 6 octets; and
2) Copies the SeqNr field to the sequence_number subparameter.

d) If the last two octets of the mac_service_data_unit parameter are not equal to the PRP sequence
trailer EtherType, or if the mac_service_data_unit is less than 8 octets in length, then the PRP
sequence trailer Sequence encode/decode function:

1) Sets the sequence_number subparameter to frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue (10.4.1.8).
2) Increments the frerCpsSeqEncErroredPackets and frerCpSeqEncErroredPackets managed

objects (10.8.11, 10.9.3).

NOTE 2—No part of this standard is to be construed in a manner so as to alter the specifications in, or the intent of, IEC
62439-3:2016, or to restrict its future development in any way. The purpose of 7.10 is to enable the creation of
interworking functions between end systems employing the R-TAG (7.8) and the PRP sequence trailer.

NOTE 3—See B.2 for additional considerations when interworking between FRER and PRP.

7.11 Autoconfiguration

7.11.1 Introduction to autoconfiguration

In order to satisfy the goal of Ease of use (item l in 7.1.1), there are two methods by which Stream
identification functions (6.2), Individual recovery functions (7.5), Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2), and
Sequence encode/decode functions (7.6) can be configured in a system:

a) Explicit configuration of entries in the Stream identity table (9.1), Sequence recovery table
(10.4), Sequence identification table (10.5), and Sequence identification table (10.5); and

b) Autoconfiguration of entries in these tables using the Sequence autoconfiguration table (10.7.1) and
Output autoconfiguration table (10.7.2).

Autoconfiguration can only be used with Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification (6.5) and the
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5).

Whenever a packet is received that has a sequence_number subparameter encoded in a manner identified in
an entry in the Sequence autoconfiguration table, but for which there is no tsnStreamIdEntry (9.1.1) in the
Stream identity table, a new entry in the Stream identity table is created for the packet’s Stream, and
optionally, a new entry in the Sequence recovery table for an Individual recovery function for that Stream. If
a second or subsequent such Stream identity table entry is created that shares all the same key parameters as
another autoconfigured tsnStreamIdEntry, except for port number
(tsnStreamIdOutFacInputPortList, 9.1.1.5) and/or LanId/PathId (tsnStreamIdLanPathId, 10.2.2), then
another entry in the Sequence recovery table, this time for a Sequence recovery function, is created (for the
second Member Stream) or is expanded (for subsequent Member Streams) for what is now known to be a
Compound Stream.

The Sequence autoconfiguration table controls whether Individual recovery functions, Sequence recovery
functions, neither, or both, are created automatically. Stream identification functions are always created. If
the R-TAG (7.8) is used to encode the sequence_number, entries autoconfigured in the Sequence
identification table, and thus the Individual recovery functions (7.5) created, are keyed to the individual
ports and VLANs on which the first packet of each Member Stream is received. If the HSR sequence tag
(7.9) or PRP sequence trailer (7.10) is used, entries autoconfigured in the Sequence identification table and
the autocreated Individual recovery functions are keyed to the PathId or LanId of the first-received packet of
each Member Stream, and span all autoconfigurable ports.
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In order to support the goals of Ease of use (item l in 7.1.1) and Interoperability (item g in 7.1.1) among
systems using the HSR sequence tag (7.9), the PRP sequence trailer (7.10), and the R-TAG (7.8), passive
(packet decoding) entries are also automatically created in the Sequence identification table to instantiate
Sequence encode/decode functions as governed by the Sequence autoconfiguration table (10.7.1). Typically,
the Output autoconfiguration table (10.7.2) is configured to construct active (packet encoding) Sequence
encode/decode functions on every port on which a Stream might be output. See C.11.

7.11.2 Creating autoconfigured Stream identity table entries

NOTE 1—The following description, if implemented naïvely, might well result in a relay system delaying the
transmission of the first-received packet of a Member Stream for an unacceptable length of time. The purpose of the
following description is to describe the externally visible behavior of a system solely in terms of the managed objects in
Clause 9 and Clause 10, not to constrain an implementation. It is expected that an actual implementation is likely to
construct databases in software, firmware, and/or hardware that combine elements of the managed objects in Clause 9
and Clause 10, and to perform up-front preliminary configuration, so as to optimize the reaction time when a packet is
actually received.

Autoconfiguration is triggered by the receipt of a packet that matches an entry in the Sequence
autoconfiguration table (10.7.1) as follows:

a) If a packet received on an out-facing port matches an entry in the Stream identity table (9.1), it is
processed according to the managed objects in 10.3, 10.4, 10.5, and 10.6. 

NOTE 2—It does not matter whether the Stream identity table entry was configured explicitly, or was created via
Autoconfiguration.

b) If the packet does not match any entry in the Stream identity table at all, the packet is examined to
see if it matches an entry in the Sequence autoconfiguration table. A match between the packet and a
frerAutSeqEntry (10.7.1.1) in the Sequence autoconfiguration table occurs if all of the following
match conditions are met:

1) The packet has a sequence_number encapsulated in the manner specified by
frerAutSeqSeqEncaps (10.7.1.1.1).

2) The packet was received on a port in frerAutSeqReceivePortList (10.7.1.1.2).

3) The packet’s VLAN tag (or lack thereof) matches frerAutSeqTagged (10.7.1.1.3).

4) Either the vlan_identifier parameter is in the list in frerAutSeqVlan (10.7.1.1.4), or that list is
empty.

c) If the packet does not match an entry in the Sequence autoconfiguration table, no further
Autoconfiguration processing takes place. Otherwise (the packet did not match any
tsnStreamIdEntry, but does match a frerAutSeqEntry), Autoconfiguration processing proceeds.

d) The system creates (autoconfigures) new entries in the Stream identity table, the Sequence recovery
table (10.4). and the Sequence identification table (10.5) using the matched frerAutSeqEntry as
follows:

1) One new tsnStreamIdEntry (9.1.1) is created in the Stream identity table as follows:

i) tsnStreamIdHandle (9.1.1.1) = an unused stream_handle value chosen by the
implementation.

ii) tsnStreamIdInFacOutputPortList (9.1.1.2) = empty.
iii) tsnStreamIdOutFacOutputPortList (9.1.1.3) = empty.
iv) tsnStreamIdInFacInputPortList (9.1.1.4) = empty.
v) If frerAutSeqSeqEncaps equals either HSR or PRP, tsnStreamIdOutFacInputPortList

(9.1.1.5) = frerAutSeqReceivePortList (10.7.1.1.2). Otherwise, frerSeqRcvyPortList
(10.4.1.2) = only the port on which the packet was received.

vi) tsnStreamIdIdentificationType (9.1.1.6) = 00-80-C2, 2 = Source MAC and VLAN Stream
identification (6.5).

vii) tsnStreamIdAutoconfigured (10.2.1) = True.
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viii) If frerAutSeqSeqEncaps equals either HSR or PRP, tsnStreamIdLanPathId (10.2.2) = the
PathId or LanId field from the packet. Otherwise, tsnStreamIdLanPathId is not used.

ix) tsnCpeSmacVlanDownSrcMac (9.1.3.1) = the source_mac_address parameter of the
received packet.

x) tsnCpeSmacVlanDownTagged (9.1.3.2) = frerAutSeqTagged (10.7.1.1.3.
xi) tsnCpeSmacVlanDownVlan (9.1.3.3) = the vlan_identifier parameter of the received

packet.

2) If and only if frerAutSeqCreateIndividual (10.7.1.1.10) is True, a frerSeqRcvyEntry (10.4.1) is
created in the Sequence recovery table (10.4) as follows:

i) frerSeqRcvyStreamList (10.4.1.1) = the stream_handle from item d:2:i, above.
ii) frerSeqRcvyPortList (10.4.1.2) = the same list as tsnStreamIdOutFacInputPortList

(9.1.1.5), described in item d:2:v, above. (See C.11.)
iii) frerSeqRcvyDirection (10.4.1.3) = True (out-facing).
iv) frerSeqRcvyReset (10.4.1.4) = True. (The state machine is reset when created.)
v) frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm (10.4.1.5) = Match_Alg (00-80-C2, 1, see Table 10-1).
vi) frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength (10.4.1.6) is not used.
vii) frerSeqRcvyResetMSec (10.4.1.7) = frerAutSeqResetMSec (10.7.1.1.7).
viii) frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue (10.4.1.8) is a read-only value chosen by the system.
ix) frerSeqRcvyTakeNoSequence (10.4.1.9) = True.
x) frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery (10.4.1.10) = True.
xi) frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDetection (10.4.1.11) = False.

3) One new passive frerSeqEncEntry (10.5.1) is created in the Sequence identification table to
decode further received packets as follows:

i) frerSeqEncStreamList (10.5.1.1) = the stream_handle from item d:2:i, above.
ii) frerSeqEncPort (10.5.1.2) = frerAutSeqReceivePortList (10.7.1.1.2).
iii) frerSeqEncDirection (10.5.1.3) = True (out-facing).
iv) frerSeqEncActive (10.5.1.4) = False (passive).
v) frerSeqEncEncapsType (10.5.1.5) = frerAutSeqSeqEncaps (10.7.1.1.1).
vi) If frerAutSeqSeqEncaps == 00-80-C2, 2 (HSR), frerSeqEncPathIdLanId (10.5.1.6) = the

PathId field of the HSR sequence tag (7.9) found in the packet. If frerAutSeqSeqEncaps
== 00-80-C2, 3 (PRP), frerSeqEncPathIdLanId = the LanId field of the PRP sequence
trailer (7.10) found in the packet. Otherwise, frerSeqEncPathIdLanId is not used.

If a frerSeqEncEntry with the same port list, direction, and encapsulation type is present, a new
entry need not be created; the packet’s stream_handle can be added to that frerSeqEncEntry’s
frerSeqEncStreamList.

4) One new active frerSeqEncEntry (10.5.1) is created in the Sequence identification table for
each frerAutOutEntry (10.7.2.1) in the Output autoconfiguration table (10.7.2) to format
transmitted packets for this packet’s Stream as follows:

i) frerSeqEncStreamList (10.5.1.1) = the stream_handle from item d:2:i, above.
ii) frerSeqEncPort (10.5.1.2) = frerAutOutPortList (10.7.2.1.1).
iii) frerSeqEncDirection (10.5.1.3) = True (out-facing).
iv) frerSeqEncEncapsType (10.5.1.5) = frerAutOutEncaps (10.7.2.1.2).
v) frerSeqEncPathIdLanId (10.5.1.6) = frerAutOutLanPathId (10.7.2.1.3).
If a frerSeqEncEntry with the same port list, direction, encapsulation type, and PathId/LanId is
present, a new entry need not be created; the packet’s stream_handle can be added to that
frerSeqEncEntry’s frerSeqEncStreamList.

e) If none of the ports to which the received packet is to be output are listed in the frerAutSeqEntry’s
frerAutSeqRecoveryPortList (10.7.1.1.5), or if frerAutSeqCreateRecovery (10.7.1.1.11) is false,
Autoconfiguration processing is terminated. No Sequence recovery function need be instantiated.

f) The system next scans the Stream identity table looking for a tsnStreamIdEntry that nearly matches
the received packet, in order to discover whether there are other Streams similar to the received
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packet’s Stream such that they are all Member Streams of a Compound Stream. “Nearly matches”
means that all of the following conditions are met:

1) tsnStreamIdIdentificationType (9.1.1.6) == 00-80-C2, 2 == Source MAC and VLAN Stream
identification (6.5).

2) The packet’s stream_handle is not equal to tsnStreamIdHandle (9.1.1.1).

3) The source_mac_address parameter of the packet == tsnCpeSmacVlanDownSrcMac (9.1.3.1).

4) Either tsnCpeSmacVlanDownVlan (9.1.3.3) is in the frerAutSeqVlan (10.7.1.1.4) list, or that
list is empty.

g) If no tsnStreamIdEntry is found that meets these criteria, then Autoconfiguration processing is
terminated. No Sequence recovery function need be instantiated.

h) If a tsnStreamIdEntry is found that does meet these criteria, then either Sequence recovery functions
need to be instantiated, or existing instantiations need to be modified to include the received
packet’s Member Stream. To determine which, the system searches the Sequence recovery table for
a frerSeqRcvyEntry that meets all of the following criteria:

1) frerSeqRcvyStreamList contains the stream_handle of the found tsnStreamIdEntry.

2) frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery (10.4.1.10) == False == Sequence recovery function.

3) frerSeqRcvyPortList (10.4.1.2) == frerAutSeqRecoveryPortList (10.7.1.1.5).

4) For a relay system, frerSeqRcvyDirection (10.4.1.3) is False (in-facing). For an end system,
True (out-facing).

i) If the Sequence recovery table search (item h, above) is found, then the following steps are taken:

1) The packet’s stream_handle is added to the frerSeqRcvyEntry’s frerSeqRcvyStreamList
(10.4.1.1).

2) If frerAutSeqLatErrDetection (10.7.1.1.12) is True, then the following steps are taken:

i) frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths (10.4.1.12.3) is incremented by 1.
ii) The LatentErrorReset function (7.4.4.3) is called for the instantiation of the Latent error

detection function (7.4.4) on every port in the frerSeqRcvyEntry’s frerSeqRcvyPortList
(10.4.1.2).

j) Otherwise (the Sequence recovery table search in item h, above, failed to find a frerSeqRcvyEntry),
a new frerSeqRcvyEntry is created as follows:

1) frerSeqRcvyStreamList (10.4.1.1) = two stream_handle values, the stream_handle from the
received packet (item d:2:i, above) and the tsnStreamIdHandle (9.1.1.1) from the
tsnStreamIdEntry found in item f, above.

2) frerSeqRcvyPortList (10.4.1.2) = frerAutSeqRecoveryPortList (10.7.1.1.5).

3) frerSeqRcvyDirection (10.4.1.3) = False (in-facing) for a relay system, or True (out-facing) for
an end system.

4) frerSeqRcvyReset (10.4.1.4) = True. (The state machine is reset when created.)

5) frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm (10.4.1.5) = frerAutSeqAlgorithm (10.7.1.1.8).

6) frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength (10.4.1.6) = frerAutSeqAlgorithm (10.7.1.1.8). This value is not
used if frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm (10.4.1.5) == Match_Alg (00-80-C2, 1, see Table 10-1).

7) frerSeqRcvyResetMSec (10.4.1.7) = frerAutSeqResetMSec (10.7.1.1.7).

8) frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue (10.4.1.8) is a read-only value chosen by the system.

9) frerSeqRcvyTakeNoSequence (10.4.1.9) = True.

10) frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery (10.4.1.10) = False.

11) frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDetection (10.4.1.11) = frerAutSeqLatErrDetection (10.7.1.1.12).

12) if frerAutSeqLatErrDetection is True, then the following assignments are made:

i) frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDifference (10.4.1.12.1) = frerAutSeqLatErrDifference
(10.7.1.1.13).
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ii) frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPeriod (10.4.1.12.2) = frerAutSeqLatErrPeriod (10.7.1.1.14).
iii) frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths (10.4.1.12.3) = 2.
iv) frerSeqRcvyLatentResetPeriod (10.4.1.12.4) = frerAutSeqLatErrResetPeriod

(10.7.1.1.15).

k) The packet is then processed according to the newly created entries.

l) After the reception of the packet that triggers Autoconfiguration for a stream_handle, if none of the
Individual recovery functions (7.5) or Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2) instantiated by a given
frerAutSeqEntry (10.7.1.1) increment any packet counters (10.8) for longer than the period specified
by the frerAutSeqEntry’s frerAutSeqDestructMSec (10.7.1.1.6) object, the system can destroy the
state machines created by that frerAutSeqEntry.

NOTE 3—As Member Streams are found, instances of the Sequence recovery function are created, and the number of
Member Flows increased to enable Latent Error Detection. If the destruct timer (frerAutSeqDestructMSec, 10.7.1.1.6) is
not much larger than the normal reset period for the state machines (frerSeqRcvyResetMSec, 10.4.1.7), there is a risk
that the state machines will be destroyed due to a temporary service interruption, that one or more of the Member
Streams will fail to be restored after the interruption, and the purpose of Latent Error Detection will be defeated.
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8. Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability in Bridges

8.1 Limiting options

The arrangements of the various components of Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) and Frame Replication
and Elimination for Reliability (FRER) in Annex C show that the model described in Clause 6 and Clause 7
has the advantages that proper layering principles are observed, that the descriptions of the individual
functions are simple, and most importantly, that the definition of a relay system’s forwarding function does
not have to be modified in order to add TSN or FRER functions; all of the TSN and FRER capabilities can
be provided as add-ons in the ports. However, this model offers a multitude of options for the placement of
functions in an actual system. Experience shows that such flexibility is often not necessary, and if
implemented naïvely, can increase the complexity of the system both for the implementor and the user.

Most of the flexibility of the model described in Clause 6 and Clause 7 can be achieved in an IEEE 802.1Q
Bridge, if we limit the Bridge to two stages of activity:

1) Input transformations: An expanded port (as in, e.g., Figure C-5) that includes Sequence
generation functions (7.4.1) and active upper Stream identification functions (6.6), shown in
white boxes with boldface type in Figure 8-1.

2) Augmented forwarding: The Bridge Forwarding Process, described in 8.6 of
IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014 (shown in white boxes in Figure 8-1), augmented with Stream
identification functions (6.2, both incoming and outgoing), Sequence encode/decode functions
(7.6, both incoming and outgoing), Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2), Individual recovery
functions (7.5), and their associated infrastructure, all shown in shaded boxes in Figure 8-1.

Item 1, Input transformations, allows the Bridge to:

a) Proxy for FRER-unaware Talkers; and
b) Perform Stream identification or Sequence encapsulation transformations on Streams entering the

Bridge.
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Figure 8-1—FRER functions in an FRER C-component
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Item 2, Augmented forwarding, allows the Bridge to:

c) Serve as an intermediate sequence recovery point (e.g., system F in Figure C-4) in a network
providing for multiple failures;

d) Proxy for FRER-unaware Listeners; and

e) Perform Stream identification or Sequence encapsulation transformations on Streams exiting the
Bridge.

As shown in Figure 8-1, the paradigm is that a given Stream is recognized on input, meaning that the
stream_handle and sequence_number subparameters are extracted. The frame is then forwarded normally
through the Bridge. On the output port, the stream-handle and sequence_number subparameters found on the
input port are used to drive the Individual recovery functions, Sequence recovery functions, Sequence
encoding, and Stream identification functions.

Figure 8-1 does not imply that the Augmented forwarding functions have to be placed in expanded ports;
they can be integrated with the Bridge forwarding function (8.6 of IEEE 802.1Q-2014) as shown in Figure 8-2.
The ordering of this functions with respect to 8.6 of IEEE 802.1Q-2014 can be important. In particular:

f) As modeled, the stream_handle subparameter is extracted only once, on ingress. A frame is not re-
identified, even if Input transformations modifies the frame.

g) As modeled, the sequence_number subparameter is not encoded into the frame during Input
transformations; the final output encoding determines the frame format.

Figure 8-2—Augmented Forwarding Process does sequence recovery
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NOTE—Whether an implementation encodes the stream_handle and sequence_number subparameters into the frame’s
mac_service_data_unit parameter and decodes them again after forwarding, or carries them through the forwarding
process as separate subparameters, does not matter as long as the externally visible behavior conforms to that of the
model.

h) If Input transformations are performed, the frame is forwarded (8.6 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014)
according to its post-transformation parameters.

i) Flow metering (8.6.5 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014) is placed after the passive Stream identification
function (6.2) and before the Individual recovery functions (7.5). This makes the stream_handle
subparameter available for Flow metering, and means that Flow metering can be applied to the
individual Streams feeding an instance of the Sequence recovery function. As a result, Flow
metering can be applied to frames that will be discarded by the Individual recovery functions or
Sequence recovery functions.

j) Output transformations following the Sequence recovery function take place after all forwarding
(except Queuing frames, 8.6.6 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014). Thus, output transformations can appear
to cause violations of the normal forwarding rules, e.g., Egress filtering (8.6.4 of
IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014).

With the model of Figure 8-2, no explicit Stream splitting function (7.7) is required. Frames in a single
Compound Stream can be replicated using the normal multicast mechanisms, and active Stream
identification functions (6.2) on different output ports can cause these to be recognized as different Member
Streams at the next hop. Assigning a single Sequence encode/decode function and Stream identification
function to more than one stream_handle value can cause multiple Member Streams to have the same exact
Stream identification method on output, and thus be merged into a single Stream, as seen by the next
receiver.

In theory, if using the model of Figure 8-2, there exist instantiations of Individual recovery functions (7.5)
and Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) for each distinct set of ports for which an identical set of Streams is
to be output. The vector of output ports that, in principle, accompanies the packet through the IEEE 802.1Q
Forwarding Process, guides the allocation of frames to these functions. After this stage, sets of Sequence
encode/decode functions (7.6), and/or Stream identification functions (6.2) can be configured to further
transform the packet(s).

8.2 FRER C-component input transformations

The Input transformations, marked with white boxed with boldface type in Figure 8-1, enable a Bridge to
proxy for a non-FRER-capable end system. The expanded input port identifies packets belonging to a
Stream (e.g., using IP Stream identification, 6.7), serializes the packets with a Sequence generation function
(7.4.1), encodes the sequence number with an R-TAG (7.8), and then gives the packets belonging to this
Stream a {vlan_identifier, destination_mac_address} pair that is unique, at least inside this Bridge, using
Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification (6.6). The IEEE 802.1Q Forwarding Process,
enhanced with the Individual recovery function (7.5) and Sequence recovery function (7.4.2), then forwards
the frame.

8.3 Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability and VLAN tags

As illustrated in Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-3, FRER in an IEEE 802.1Q C-VLAN Component is above the
Bridge Port Transmit and Receive function (8.5 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014) in the protocol stack. As a
consequence of this placement, a frame containing both an IEEE 802.1Q C-VLAN tag and an R-TAG but no
other IEEE 802.1Q tags, would be as illustrated in Figure 8-3.
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8.4 Configuring Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability in Bridges

As described in 8.1, we can describe the output transformations, including Individual recovery functions
(7.5), Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2), Sequence encode/decode functions (7.6), and Stream
identification functions (6.2), as being embedded in the IEEE 802.1Q Forwarding Process. However, since
different activities can be required by an application on different output ports, the managed objects in
Clause 9 and Clause 10 can be used to configure an FRER C-component. Figure 8-1 illustrates an allowed
arrangement of FRER functions on an output Bridge port as perceived by the managed objects in Clause 9
and Clause 10.

An FRER C-component shall implement all of the managed objects in Clause 9 and Clause 10 that are
needed to meet the conformance requirements of 5.12 and 5.15 with the exceptions noted in Table 8-1.

Table 8-1—Managed objects for FRER in an FRER C-component

Variable Reference Limitation Reason

tsnStreamIdInFacOutputPortList 9.1.1.2 Only Active Destination 
MAC and VLAN Stream 
identification (or nothing) 
can be configured.

Only needed for Input 
transformations.

tsnStreamIdOutFacOutputPortList 9.1.1.3 Only Active Destination 
MAC and VLAN Stream 
identification (or nothing) 
can be configured.

A Bridge can modify the 
vlan_identifier and 
destination_mac_address of 
packets belonging to a particular 
Stream

tsnStreamIdInFacInputPortList 9.1.1.4 Not allowed There is no need to re-identify 
Streams on their way out of the 
Bridge.

tsnStreamIdOutFacInputPortList 9.1.1.5 No limitations —

Figure 8-3—Example Ethernet frame format
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tsnCpeDmacVlanDownTagged 9.1.4.2 Not required The decision whether to tag an 
outgoing frame is determined, in 
an IEEE 802.1Q Bridge, by 
other managed objects.

frerSeqGenDirection 10.3.1.2 Must be False (in-facing) Sequence numbers can be added 
only to incoming packets.

frerSeqRcvyDirection 10.4.1.3 Must be False (in-facing) Duplicate packets can be 
discarded only on outgoing 
packets.

frerSeqEncDirection 10.5.1.3 Must be True (out-facing) Packets’ sequence_numbers are 
encoded/decoded as they leave.

Stream split table 10.6 Not required —

Table 8-1—Managed objects for FRER in an FRER C-component  (continued)

Variable Reference Limitation Reason
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9. Stream Identification Management

The description of the managed objects that control Stream identification are described in the following
subclauses:

a) The Stream identity table (9.1) assigns packets a stream_handle (6.1);
b) The per-port, per-Stream packet counters that are kept by Stream identification functions for

inspection by network management entities are described in 9.2, and the per-port (totaled over all
Streams) counters in 9.3.

The general requirements on the behavior of the Stream Identification counters in 9.2 and 9.3 are described
in 10.1.

9.1 Stream identity table

The Stream identity table consists of a set of tsnStreamIdEntry objects (9.1.1), each relating to a single
Stream, specifying the points in the system where Stream identification functions (6.2) are to be instantiated.
Each entry in the Stream identity table has a tsnStreamIdHandle object (9.1.1.1) specifying a stream_handle
value and one or more tsnStreamIdEntry objects (9.1.1) describing one identification method for that
Stream. If a single Stream has multiple identification methods, perhaps (but not necessarily) on different
ports, then there can be multiple tsnStreamIdEntry objects with the same value for the tsnStreamIdHandle. If
the HSR or PRP method or the Sequence encode/decode function is applied to a packet, then the LanId or
PathId fields are also used to identify the Stream to which the packet belongs.

9.1.1 tsnStreamIdEntry

A set of managed objects, all applying to the Stream specified by tsnStreamIdHandle (9.1.1.1), and all using
the same Stream identification types and parameters (9.1.1.6, 9.1.1.7).

See 10.2 for additional managed objects that are present in the tsnStreamIdEntry only if Autoconfiguration
(7.11) is used.

9.1.1.1 tsnStreamIdHandle

The objects in a given entry of the Stream identity table are used to control packets whose stream_handle
subparameter is equal to the entry’s tsnStreamIdHandle object. The specific values used in the
tsnStreamIdHandle object are not necessarily used in the system; they are used only to relate the various
management objects in Clause 9 and Clause 10.

9.1.1.2 tsnStreamIdInFacOutputPortList

The list of ports on which an in-facing Stream identification function (6.2) using this identification method
(9.1.1.6, 9.1.1.7) is to be placed for this Stream (9.1.1.1) in the output (towards the system forwarding
function) direction. At most one tsnStreamIdEntry can list a given port for a given tsnStreamIdHandle in its
tsnStreamIdInFacOutputPortList.

9.1.1.3 tsnStreamIdOutFacOutputPortList

The list of ports on which an out-facing Stream identification function (6.2) using this identification method
(9.1.1.6, 9.1.1.7) is to be placed for this Stream (9.1.1.1) in the output (towards the physical interface)
direction. At most one tsnStreamIdEntry can list a given port for a given tsnStreamIdHandle in its
tsnStreamIdOutFacOutputPortList.
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9.1.1.4 tsnStreamIdInFacInputPortList

The list of ports on which an in-facing Stream identification function (6.2) using this identification method
(9.1.1.6, 9.1.1.7) is to be placed for this Stream (9.1.1.1) in the input (coming from the system forwarding
function) direction. Any number of tsnStreamIdEntry objects can list the same port for the same
tsnStreamIdHandle in its tsnStreamIdInFacInputPortList.

9.1.1.5 tsnStreamIdOutFacInputPortList

The list of ports on which an out-facing Stream identification function (6.2) using this identification method
(9.1.1.6, 9.1.1.7) is to be placed for this Stream (9.1.1.1) in the input (coming from the physical interface)
direction. Any number of tsnStreamIdEntry objects can list the same port for the same tsnStreamIdHandle in
its tsnStreamIdOutFacInputPortList.

9.1.1.6 tsnStreamIdIdentificationType

An enumerated value indicating the method used to identify packets belonging to the Stream. The
enumeration includes an Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI) or Company ID (CID) to identify the
organization defining the enumerated type. The values defined by this standard are shown in Table 9-1.

9.1.1.7 tsnStreamIdParameters

The number of controlling parameters for a Stream identification method, their types and values, are specific
to the tsnStreamIdIdentificationType (9.1.1.6) and are referenced in Table 9-1.

9.1.2 Managed objects for Null Stream identification

When instantiating an instance of the Null Stream identification function (6.4) for a particular input Stream,
the managed objects in the following subclauses serve as the tsnStreamIdParameters managed object
(9.1.1.7).

9.1.2.1 tsnCpeNullDownDestMac

Specifies the destination_address that identifies a packet in an EISS indication primitive, to the Null Stream
identification function.

Table 9-1—Stream identification types

OUI/CID Type number Stream identification function Controlling 
parameters

00-80-C2 0 Reserved —

00-80-C2 1 Null Stream identification (6.4) 9.1.2

00-80-C2 2 Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification (6.5) 9.1.3

00-80-C2 3 Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream 
identification (6.6)

9.1.4

00-80-C2 4 IP Stream identification (6.7) 9.1.5

00-80-C2 5–255 Reserved —

other — Defined by entity owning the OUI or CID —
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9.1.2.2 tsnCpeNullDownTagged

An enumerated value indicating whether a packet in an EISS indication primitive to the Null Stream
identification function is permitted to have a VLAN tag. It can take the following values:

1) tagged: A frame must have a VLAN tag to be recognized as belonging to the Stream.
2) priority: A frame must be untagged, or have a VLAN tag with a VLAN ID = 0 to be

recognized as belonging to the Stream.
3) all: A frame is recognized as belonging to the Stream whether tagged or not.

9.1.2.3 tsnCpeNullDownVlan

Specifies the vlan_identifier parameter that identifies a packet in an EISS indication primitive to the Null
Stream identification function. A value of 0 indicates that the vlan_identifier parameter is ignored on EISS
indication primitives.

9.1.3 Managed objects for Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification

When instantiating an instance of the Source MAC and VLAN Stream identification function (6.5) for a
particular input Stream, the managed objects in the following subclauses serve as the tsnStreamIdParameters
managed object (9.1.1.7).

9.1.3.1 tsnCpeSmacVlanDownSrcMac

Specifies the source_address that identifies a packet in an EISS indication primitive, to the Source MAC and
VLAN Stream identification function.

9.1.3.2 tsnCpeSmacVlanDownTagged

An enumerated value indicating whether a packet in an EISS indication primitive to the Source MAC and
VLAN Stream identification function is permitted to have a VLAN tag. It can take the following values:

1) tagged: A frame must have a VLAN tag to be recognized as belonging to the Stream.
2) priority: A frame must be untagged, or have a VLAN tag with a VLAN ID = 0 to be

recognized as belonging to the Stream.
3) all: A frame is recognized as belonging to the Stream whether tagged or not.

9.1.3.3 tsnCpeSmacVlanDownVlan

Specifies the vlan_identifier parameter that identifies a packet in an EISS indication primitive to the Source
MAC and VLAN Stream identification function. A value of 0 indicates that the vlan_identifier parameter is
ignored on EISS indication primitives.

9.1.4 Managed objects for Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identifications

When instantiating an instance of the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function
(6.6) for a particular output Stream, the managed objects in the following subclauses, along with those listed
in 9.1.2, serve as the tsnStreamIdParameters managed object (9.1.1.7).

9.1.4.1 tsnCpeDmacVlanDownDestMac

Specifies the destination_address parameter to use in the EISS request primitive for output packets sent to
lower layers by the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function, and the
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destination_address that identifies an input packet in an EISS indication primitive to the Active Destination
MAC and VLAN Stream identification function.

9.1.4.2 tsnCpeDmacVlanDownTagged

An enumerated value indicating whether a packet in an EISS indication or request primitive between the
Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function and the lower layers is to have a VLAN
tag. It can take the following values:

1) tagged: An input frame must have a VLAN tag to be recognized as belonging to the Stream.
An output frame receives a VLAN tag.

2) priority: An input frame must be untagged, or have a VLAN tag with a VLAN ID = 0 to be
recognized as belonging to the Stream. An output frame is marked with a VLAN tag with
VLAN ID = 0.

3) all: A frame is recognized as belonging to the Stream whether tagged or not. An output frame
is to be untagged.

This variable is not used in an FRER C-component. See 8.4.

9.1.4.3 tsnCpeDmacVlanDownVlan

Specifies the vlan_identifier parameter to use in the EISS request primitive for output packets sent to lower
layers by the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function, and the vlan_identifier
that identifies an input packet in an EISS indication primitive to the Active Destination MAC and VLAN
Stream identification function. A value of 0 indicates that the vlan_identifier parameter is ignored on EISS
indication primitives.

9.1.4.4 tsnCpeDmacVlanDownPriority

Specifies the priority parameter to use in the EISS request primitive for output packets sent to lower layers
by the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function for all packets in a particular
Stream.

9.1.4.5 tsnCpeDmacVlanUpDestMac

Specifies the destination_address parameter to use in the EISS indication primitive for input packets offered
to upper layers by the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification layer. This address
replaces the address that was used to identify the packet (tsnCpeDmacVlanDownDestMac, 9.1.4.1).

9.1.4.6 tsnCpeDmacVlanUpTagged

An enumerated value indicating whether a packet in an EISS indication or request primitive between the
Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification function and the upper layers is to have a VLAN
tag. It can take the following values:

1) tagged: An output frame must have a VLAN tag to be recognized as belonging to the Stream.
An input frame receives a VLAN tag.

2) priority: An output frame must be untagged, or have a VLAN tag with a VLAN ID = 0 to be
recognized as belonging to the Stream. An input frame is marked with a VLAN tag with VLAN
ID = 0.

3) all: A frame is recognized as belonging to the Stream whether tagged or not. An input frame is
to be untagged.

This variable is used only by an end system and not by a relay system. See 8.4.
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9.1.4.7 tsnCpeDmacVlanUpVlan

Specifies the vlan_identifier parameter to use in the EISS indication primitive for packets offered to upper
layers, or the VLAN ID field for an IEEE 802.1Q tag in an ISS mac_service_data_unit. This address
replaces the VLAN ID that was used to identify the packet (tsnCpeDmacVlanDownVlan, 9.1.4.3).

9.1.4.8 tsnCpeDmacVlanUpPriority

Specifies the priority parameter to use in the EISS indication primitive for packets offered to upper layers.

9.1.5 Managed objects for IP Stream identification

When instantiating an instance of the IP Stream identification function (6.7), the parameters in the following
subclauses replace the tsnStreamIdParameters managed object (9.1.1.7).

9.1.5.1 tsnCpeIpIdDestMac

Specifies the destination_address parameter that identifies a packet in an EISS indication primitive.

9.1.5.2 tsnCpeIpIdTagged

An enumerated value indicating whether a packet in an EISS indication or request primitive to the IP Stream
identification function is to have a VLAN tag. It can take the following values:

1) tagged: An input frame must have a VLAN tag to be recognized as belonging to the Stream.
An output frame receives a VLAN tag.

2) priority: An input frame must be untagged, or have a VLAN tag with a VLAN ID = 0 to be
recognized as belonging to the Stream. An output frame is marked with a VLAN tag with
VLAN ID = 0.

3) all: A frame is recognized as belonging to the Stream whether tagged or not. An output frame
is to be untagged.

9.1.5.3 tsnCpeIpIdVlan

Specifies the vlan_identifier parameter that identifies a packet in an EISS indication primitive. A value of 0
indicates that the frame is not to have a VLAN tag.

9.1.5.4 tsnCpeIpIdIpSource

Specifies the IPv4 (RFC 791) or IPv6 (RFC 2460) source address parameter that must be matched to identify
packets coming up from lower layers. An address of all 0 indicates that the IP source address is to be ignored
on packets received from lower layers.

9.1.5.5 tsnCpeIpIdIpDestination

Specifies the IPv4 (RFC 791) or IPv6 (RFC 2460) destination address parameter that must be matched to
identify packets coming up from lower layers.

9.1.5.6 tsnCpeIpIdDscp

Specifies the IPv4 (RFC 791) or IPv6 (RFC 2460) differentiated services codepoint (DSCP, RFC 2474) that
must be matched to identify packets coming up from the lower layers. A value of 64 decimal indicates that
the DSCP is to be ignored on packets received from lower layers.
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9.1.5.7 tsnCpeIpIdNextProtocol

Specifies the IP next protocol parameter that must be matched to identify packets coming up from lower
layers. The value of this parameter must specify either none, UDP (RFC 768), TCP (RFC 793), or SCTP
(RFC 4960). If “none,” then the tsnCpeIpIdSourcePort (9.1.5.8) and tsnCpeIpIdDestinationPort (9.1.5.9)
managed objects are not used.

9.1.5.8 tsnCpeIpIdSourcePort

Specifies the TCP or UDP Source Port parameter that must be matched to identify packets coming up from
lower layers. A value of 0 indicates that the Source Port number of the packet is to be ignored on packets
received from lower layers.

9.1.5.9 tsnCpeIpIdDestinationPort

Specifies the TCP or UDP Destination Port parameter that must be matched to identify packets coming up
from lower layers. A value of 0 indicates that the Destination Port number of the packet is to be ignored on
packets received from lower layers.

9.2 Operational per-port per-Stream Stream identification counters

The following counters are instantiated for each port on which the Stream identification function (6.2) is
configured. The counters are indexed by port number, facing (in-facing or out-facing), and stream_handle
value (tsnStreamIdHandle, 9.1.1.1). All counters are unsigned integers. If used on links faster than
650 000 000 bits per second, they shall be 64 bits in length to ensure against excessively short wrap times.

9.2.1 tsnCpsSidInputPackets

The tsnCpsSidInputPackets counter is incremented once for each packet identified by the Stream
identification function (6.2).

9.2.2 tsnCpsSidOutputPackets

The tsnCpsSidOutputPackets counter is incremented once for each packet passed down the stack by the
Stream identification function (6.2).

9.3 Operational per-port Stream identification counters

9.3.1 tsnCpSidInputPackets

The tsnCpSidInputPackets counter is incremented once for each packet identified by any Stream
identification function (6.2) on this port. Its value equals the sum (modulo the size of the counters) of all of
the tsnCpsSidInputPackets (9.2.1) counters on this same port.

9.3.2 tsnCpSidOutputPackets

The tsnCpSidOutputPackets counter is incremented once for each packet passed down the stack by any
Stream identification function (6.2) on this port. Its value equals the sum (modulo the size of the counters) of
all of the tsnCpsSidOutputPackets (9.2.2) counters on this same port.
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10. Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability management

The managed objects that control Stream identification are described in Clause 9. The managed objects that
control FRER are described in this Clause 10 as follows:

a) General requirements on the behavior of counters are in 10.1.
b) The various tables of managed objects that can manage, in detail, each individual Stream, are

described in five subclauses, including:
1) Additions (10.2) to the Stream identity table (9.1) required for Autoconfiguration (7.11, 10.7).
2) The Sequence generation table (10.3) that configures instances of the Sequence generation

function (7.4.1);
3) The Sequence recovery table (10.4) that configures instances of the Individual recovery

function (7.5), the Sequence recovery function (7.4.2), and the Latent error detection function
(7.4.4);

4) The Sequence identification table (10.5) that configures instances of the Sequence encode/
decode function (7.6); and

5) The Stream split table (10.6) that configures instances of the Stream splitting function (7.7).
c) The managed objects that support the automatic configuration, upon receipt of a packet, of entries in

the first four of the preceding tables (10.2 through 10.5), are described in the subclause on
Autoconfiguration (10.7).

d) The per-port, per-Stream packet counters that are kept by FRER functions for inspection by network
management entities are described in 10.8, and the per-port (totaled over all Streams) counters in
10.9.

The managed objects in the subclauses under 9.1 make it possible to configure more than one encapsulation
for the same stream_handle subparameter on the same port. Similarly, the managed objects in the subclauses
under 10.3 and 10.4 make it possible to configure more than one Sequence encode/decode function (7.6) or
more than one Sequence generation function (7.4.1) for the same stream_handle subparameter. [The same
value of stream_handle can be in the frerSeqGenStreamList (10.3.1.1) of more than one frerSeqGenEntry
(10.3.1) or in the frerSeqRcvyStreamList (10.4.1.1) of more than one frerSeqRcvyEntry (10.4.1).] A system
shall return an error if an attempt is made to configure conflicting requirements upon that system.

10.1 Counter behavior

All counters defined by this standard (e.g., frerCpsSeqEncErroredPackets, 10.8.11) when incremented past
the maximum value representable shall roll over to 0 and continue. There is no provision for resetting any
counter to any specific value, e.g., 0. A counter can be set to any value when the system is reset. This
standard assumes the following:

a) Any management entity will read any counters often enough that at most one rollover can occur
between examinations;

b) There exists a “time of last counter reset” or “time since last counter reset” or an equivalent
managed object in the system, that the management entity can examine to determine whether the
counters have been reset since the last time they were examined.

c) A counter managed object is large enough to take at least one minute to roll over from 0 to 0.

10.2 Additional tsnStreamIdEntry manged objects

Two managed objects augment each tsnStreamIdEntry (9.1.1) in the Stream identity table (9.1) when
Managed objects for autoconfiguration (7.11, 10.7) is implemented.
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10.2.1 tsnStreamIdAutoconfigured

A read-only Boolean value, supplied by the system, specifying whether this entry was created explicitly
(False) or via the Sequence autoconfiguration table (10.7.1, True).

10.2.2 tsnStreamIdLanPathId

An integer specifying a path or LAN. If and only if a packet matches an entry in the Sequence identification
table (10.5) that specifies HSR or PRP in its frerSeqEncEncapsType (10.5.1.5) object,
tsnStreamIdLanPathId specifies the LanId or PathId value that must be matched for this tsnStreamIdEntry to
apply. A value of –1 indicates that the LanId or PathId are to be ignored.

10.3 Sequence generation table

There is one Sequence generation table in a system, and one entry in the Sequence generation table for each
Sequence generation function (7.4.1).

10.3.1 frerSeqGenEntry

Each frerSeqGenEntry lists the Streams (10.3.1.1) and direction (10.3.1.2) for which a single instance of the
Sequence generation function (7.4.1) is to be placed.

10.3.1.1 frerSeqGenStreamList

A list of stream_handle values, corresponding to the values of the tsnStreamIdHandle objects (9.1.1.1) in the
Stream identity table (9.1), on which this instance of the Sequence generation function (7.4.1) is to operate.
The single instance of the Sequence generation function created by this frerSeqGenEntry operates every
packet belonging to this Stream, regardless of the port on which it is received.

10.3.1.2 frerSeqGenDirection

A Boolean object indicating whether the Sequence generation function (7.4.1) is to be placed on the
out-facing (True) or in-facing (False) side of the port (Figure 6-6).

10.4 Sequence recovery table

There is one Sequence recovery table in a system, and one entry in the Sequence recovery table for each
Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) or Individual recovery function (7.5) that can also be present. The entry
describes a set of managed objects for the single instance of a Base recovery function (7.4.3) and Latent
error detection function (7.4.4) included in the Sequence recovery function or Individual recovery function.

10.4.1 frerSeqRcvyEntry

Each frerSeqRcvyEntry lists the Streams (10.4.1.1), ports (10.4.1.2), and direction (10.4.1.3) for which
instances of a Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) or Individual recovery function (7.5) are to be instantiated.

10.4.1.1 frerSeqRcvyStreamList

A list of the stream_handle values, corresponding to the values of the tsnStreamIdHandle objects (9.1.1.1) in
the Stream identity table (9.1), to which the system is to apply the instance of the Sequence recovery
function (7.4.2) or Individual recovery function (7.5).
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10.4.1.2 frerSeqRcvyPortList

The list of ports on each of which the system is to instantiate the Sequence recovery function (7.4.2), or from
which received packets are to be fed to a single instance of the Individual recovery function (7.5).

10.4.1.3 frerSeqRcvyDirection

A Boolean object indicating whether the Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) or Individual recovery function
(7.5) is to be placed on the out-facing (True) or in-facing (False) side of the port (Figure 6-6).

10.4.1.4 frerSeqRcvyReset

A Boolean object indicating that the Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) or Individual recovery function
(7.5) is to be reset by calling its corresponding SequenceGenerationReset function (7.4.1.3). Writing the
value True to frerSeqRcvyReset triggers a reset; writing the value False has no effect. When read,
frerSeqRcvyReset always returns the value False.

10.4.1.5 frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm

This object is an enumerated value specifying which sequence recovery algorithm is to be used for this
instance of the Sequence recovery function (7.4.2). The enumeration uses an OUI or CID as shown in
Table 10-1. The default value for frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm is Vector_Alg (00-80-C2, 0).

10.4.1.6 frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength

An integer specifying how many bits of the SequenceHistory variable (7.4.3.2.2) are to be used. The
minimum and the default value is 2, maximum is the maximum allowed by the implementation. [Not used if
frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm (10.4.1.5) = Match_Alg (00-80-C2, 1).]

10.4.1.7 frerSeqRcvyResetMSec

An unsigned integer specifying the timeout period in milliseconds for the RECOVERY_TIMEOUT event
(item c in 7.4.3.1).

10.4.1.8 frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue

A read-only unsigned integer value that cannot be encoded in a packet as a value for the sequence_number
subparameter (item b in 6.1), i.e., frerSeqRcvyInvalidSequenceValue is larger than or equal to
RecovSeqSpace (7.4.3.2.1).

Table 10-1—Enumerated values for frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm

Enumeration OUI/CID Type number Sequence recovery function algorithm

Vector_Alg 00-80-C2 0 VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4)

Match_Alg 00-80-C2 1 MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5)

— 00-80-C2 2–255 Reserved

— Other — Defined by entity owning the OUI or CID
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10.4.1.9 frerSeqRcvyTakeNoSequence

A Boolean value specifying whether packets with no sequence_number subparameter are to be accepted
(True) or not (False). Default value False. See item i in 7.1.1.

10.4.1.10 frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery

A Boolean value specifying whether this entry describes a Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) or Individual
recovery function (7.5).

a) True: The entry describes an Individual recovery function (7.5). Packets discarded by the
SequenceGenerationAlgorithm (7.4.1.4) will cause the variable RemainingTicks (7.4.3.2.4) to be
reset. There is no Latent error detection function (7.4.4) associated with this entry, so
frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDetection (10.4.1.11) cannot also be True.

b) False: The entry describes a Sequence recovery function (7.4.2). Packets discarded by the
SequenceGenerationAlgorithm (7.4.1.4) will not cause the variable RemainingTicks (7.4.3.2.4) to
be reset.

10.4.1.11 frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDetection

A Boolean value indicating whether an instance of the Latent error detection function (7.4.4) is to be
instantiated along with the Base recovery function (7.4.3) in this Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) or
Individual recovery function (7.5). frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDetection cannot be set True if
frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery (10.4.1.10) is also True; an Individual recovery function does not include a
Latent error detection function.

10.4.1.12 Latent error detection managed objects

The objects in the following subclauses are present if and only if frerSeqRcvyIndividualRecovery
(10.4.1.10) is False.

10.4.1.12.1 frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDifference

An integer specifying the maximum difference between frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets (10.8.6), and the
product of frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets (10.8.5) and (frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths – 1) (10.4.1.12.3) that
is allowed. Any larger difference will trigger the detection of a latent error by the LatentErrorTest function
(7.4.4.4).

10.4.1.12.2 frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPeriod

The integer number of milliseconds that are to elapse between instances of running the LatentErrorTest
function (7.4.4.4). An implementation can have a minimum value for frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPeriod, below
which it cannot be set, but this minimum shall be no larger than 1000 ms (1 s). Default value 2000 (2 s).

10.4.1.12.3 frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPaths

The integer number of paths over which FRER is operating for this instance of the Base recovery function
(7.4.3) and Latent error detection function (7.4.4).
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10.4.1.12.4 frerSeqRcvyLatentResetPeriod

The integer number of milliseconds that are to elapse between instances of running the LatentErrorReset
function (7.4.4.3). An implementation can have a minimum value for LatentErrorReset, below which it
cannot be set, but this minimum shall be no larger than 1000 ms (1 s). Default value 30000 (30 s).

10.5 Sequence identification table

There is one Sequence identification table per system, and one entry in the Sequence identification table for
each port and direction for which an instance of the Sequence encode/decode function (7.6) is to be created.

10.5.1 frerSeqEncEntry

Each entry in the Sequence identification table specifies a port (10.5.1.2) and direction (10.5.1.3) on which
an instance of the Sequence encode/decode function is to be instantiated for a list of Streams (10.5.1.1).

10.5.1.1 frerSeqEncStreamList

A list of stream_handles, corresponding to the values of the tsnStreamIdHandle objects (9.1.1.1) in the
Stream identity table (9.1), for which the system is to use the same encapsulation (10.5.1.5) for the Sequence
encode/decode function.

10.5.1.2 frerSeqEncPort

The port on which the system is to place an instance of the Sequence encode/decode function (7.6).

10.5.1.3 frerSeqEncDirection

A Boolean object indicating whether the Sequence encode/decode function (7.6) is to be placed on the
out-facing (True) or in-facing (False) side of the port (Figure 6-6).

10.5.1.4 frerSeqEncActive

A Boolean value specifying whether this frerSeqEncEntry is passive (False), and therefore is used only to
decode (extract information from) input packets passing up the protocol stack, or active (True), and
therefore is used both for recognizing input packets and for encoding output packets being passed down the
protocol stack.

10.5.1.5 frerSeqEncEncapsType

An enumerated value indicating the type of encapsulation used for this instance of the Sequence encode/
decode function (7.6). The type includes an OUI or CID. The values defined by this standard are shown in
Table 10-2.

10.5.1.6 frerSeqEncPathIdLanId

A 4-bit integer value to be placed in the PathId field of an HSR sequence tag (7.9) or the LanId field of a
PRP sequence trailer (7.10) added to an output packet. This managed object is used only if:

a) The HSR sequence tag or the PRP sequence trailer is selected by the frerSeqEncEncapsType object
(10.5.1.5); and

b) frerSeqEncActive (10.5.1.4) is False (passive)
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10.6 Stream split table

There is one Stream split table per system, with one frerSplitEntry (10.6.1) per Stream splitting function
(7.7) per set of stream_handle values.

10.6.1 frerSplitEntry

Each entry in the Stream split table specifies a port (10.6.1.1) and direction (10.6.1.2) on which an instance
of the Stream splitting function (7.7) is to be instantiated, and the list of stream_handles specifying its
operation.

10.6.1.1 frerSplitPort

The port on which the system is to place an instance of the Stream splitting function (7.7) performing the
stream_handle translations specified by frerSplitInputIdList and frerSplitOutputIdList (10.6.1.3, 10.6.1.4) is
to be placed.

10.6.1.2 frerSplitDirection

A Boolean object indicating whether the instance of the Stream splitting function (7.7) performing the
stream_handle translations specified by frerSplitInputIdList and frerSplitOutputIdList (10.6.1.3, 10.6.1.4) is
to be placed on the out-facing (True) or in-facing (False) side of the port (Figure 6-6).

10.6.1.3 frerSplitInputIdList

A list of stream_handles (tsnStreamIdHandle values, 9.1.1.1) that are to be split.

10.6.1.4 frerSplitOutputIdList

A list of stream_handles (tsnStreamIdHandle values, 9.1.1.1) into which the input packet is to be split, one
copy per item in the frerSplitOutputIdList.

10.7 Managed objects for autoconfiguration

10.7.1 Sequence autoconfiguration table

There is one Sequence autoconfiguration table per system. It contains any number of table entries (10.7.1.1).
No two (or more) entries in the Sequence autoconfiguration table can have the same values for

Table 10-2—Sequence Encode/Decode types

OUI/CID Type number Sequence encode/decode method

00-80-C2 0 Reserved

00-80-C2 1 R-TAG (7.8)

00-80-C2 2 HSR sequence tag (7.9)

00-80-C2 3 PRP sequence trailer (7.10)

00-80-C2 4–255 Reserved

Other — Defined by entity owning the OUI or CID
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frerAutSeqSeqEncaps (10.7.1.1.1), frerAutSeqTagged (10.7.1.1.3), and frerAutSeqVlan (10.7.1.1.4) on any
given port (10.7.1.1.2).

10.7.1.1 frerAutSeqEntry

Each frerAutSeqEntry objects (10.7.1.1) relates to a single class of Streams, and specifies how entries are
created (and destroyed) in the Stream identity table (9.1), the Sequence recovery table (10.4), and the
Sequence identification table (10.5).

10.7.1.1.1 frerAutSeqSeqEncaps

An enumerated value from Table 10-2, specifying which Sequence encode/decode function, and therefore,
which type sequence_number encoding, is to be recognized for the purposes of Autoconfiguration.

10.7.1.1.2 frerAutSeqReceivePortList

The list of ports to which this frerAutSeqEntry applies, and on which Stream identification functions
(6.2), Sequence encode/decode functions (7.6), and Individual recovery functions (7.5) are to be
autocreated.

10.7.1.1.3 frerAutSeqTagged

An enumerated value indicating whether packets to be matched by this frerAutSeqEntry are permitted to
have a VLAN tag. It can take the following values:

1) tagged: A frame must have a VLAN tag to be matched.
2) priority: A frame must be untagged, or have a VLAN tag with a VLAN ID = 0 to be matched.
3) all: A frame is matched whether tagged or not.

10.7.1.1.4 frerAutSeqVlan

A list of vlan_identifiers for the packet to match. A null list matches all vlan_identifiers.

10.7.1.1.5 frerAutSeqRecoveryPortList

The list of ports on which Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2) are to be autocreated by this
frerAutSeqEntry.

10.7.1.1.6 frerAutSeqDestructMSec

An integer number of milliseconds after which an idle set of functions created by this frerAutSeqEntry can
be destroyed. A value of 0 indicates that idle autoconfigured functions are not to be destroyed. Default value
is 86 400 000 decimal (one day).

10.7.1.1.7 frerAutSeqResetMSec

The value used to fill frerSeqRcvyResetMSec (10.4.1.7) when autoconfiguring entries in the Sequence
recovery table.

10.7.1.1.8 frerAutSeqAlgorithm

The value used to fill frerSeqRcvyAlgorithm (10.4.1.5) when autoconfiguring entries in the Sequence
recovery table.
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10.7.1.1.9 frerAutSeqHistoryLength

The value used to fill frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength (10.4.1.6) when autoconfiguring entries in the Sequence
recovery table.

10.7.1.1.10 frerAutSeqCreateIndividual

A Boolean value. If True, the receipt of a packet that triggers the autoconfiguration of a new
tsnStreamIdEntry also triggers the instantiation of a frerSeqRcvyEntry for an Individual recovery function.

10.7.1.1.11 frerAutSeqCreateRecovery

A Boolean value. If True, the receipt of a packet that triggers the autoconfiguration of a new
tsnStreamIdEntry can also trigger the instantiation of a frerSeqRcvyEntry for a Sequence recovery function.

10.7.1.1.12 frerAutSeqLatErrDetection

A Boolean value. If True, the autoconfiguration of a new Sequence recovery function also creates an
associated Latent Error Detection function.

10.7.1.1.13 frerAutSeqLatErrDifference

The value used to fill frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorDifference (10.4.1.12.1) when autoconfiguring entries in the
Sequence recovery table.

10.7.1.1.14 frerAutSeqLatErrPeriod

The value used to fill frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPeriod (10.4.1.12.2) when autoconfiguring entries in the
Sequence recovery table.

10.7.1.1.15 frerAutSeqLatErrResetPeriod

The value used to fill frerSeqRcvyLatentResetPeriod (10.4.1.12.4) when autoconfiguring entries in the
Sequence recovery table.

10.7.2 Output autoconfiguration table

There is one Output autoconfiguration table per system. It contains any number of frerAutOutEntry objects
(10.7.2.1), each relating to a single class of Streams specifying how active entries are created in the
Sequence identification table (10.5).

10.7.2.1 frerAutOutEntry

No two (or more) entries in the Output autoconfiguration table can include the same port in their
frerAutSeqReceivePortList objects (10.7.1.1.2).

10.7.2.1.1 frerAutOutPortList

The list of ports to which this frerAutOutEntry applies, and on which active Sequence encode/decode
functions (7.6) are to be autocreated.
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10.7.2.1.2 frerAutOutEncaps

An enumerated value from Table 10-2, specifying which Sequence encode/decode function, and therefore,
which type sequence_number encoding, is to be used for autoconfigured Streams on the ports in
frerAutSeqReceivePortList (10.7.1.1.2).

10.7.2.1.3 frerAutOutLanPathId

An integer specifying a path or LAN. If and only if frerAutOutEncaps (10.7.2.1.2) specifies HSR or PRP
frerAutOutLanPathId specifies the LanId or PathId value to be inserted into the HSR sequence tag or PRP
sequence trailer of autoconfigured packets transmitted on the ports in frerAutSeqReceivePortList
(10.7.1.1.2).

10.8 Operational per-port and per-Stream FRER counters

The following counters are instantiated for each port on which any of the Stream identification function
(6.2), Sequencing function (7.4), or Sequence encode/decode function (7.6) is configured. The counters are
indexed by port number, facing (in-facing or out-facing), and stream_handle value
(tsnStreamIdHandle, 9.1.1.1). All counters are unsigned integers. If used on links faster than
650 000 000 bits per second, they shall be 64 bits in length to ensure against excessively short wrap times.

A Stream identification component (5.3) shall implement the first two counters tsnCpsSidInputPackets
(9.2.1) and tsnCpsSidOutputPackets (9.2.2); the remainder of the counters in 10.8 are optional for such a
system.

10.8.1 Per-Stream vs. per-Stream-per-port counters

The preceding managed objects create an instantiation of the Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) per port. In
fact, a relay system can choose to create a single instance of the Sequence recovery function as part of its
forwarding function, or one instance per line card, or in some other, distributed fashion, without violating
the externally visible behaviors specified by this standard. The per-instantiation variables defined in
Clause 7 are internal to the system, so their definitions are not affected by this choice.

However, when the algorithms of Clause 7 [e.g., the MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5)] reference counters
[e.g., frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets (10.8.5)] defined as follows, this choice becomes important. Whenever
an algorithm in Clause 7 increments a counter in the following subclauses, it increments each of the relevant
counters, according to the ports on which the packet is (or would have been) output, no matter how many
instantiations of the Sequence recovery function actually exist. Thus, if a duplicate packet that would have
been output on ports 1, 6, and 27 is discarded by a single instantiation of the Sequence recovery function
residing in a relay system’s forwarding function, three instances of the frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets
(10.8.6) counter are incremented, one for each of those ports.

10.8.2 frerCpsSeqGenResets

The frerCpsSeqGenResets counter is incremented each time the SequenceGenerationReset function
(7.4.1.3) is called.

10.8.3 frerCpsSeqRcvyOutOfOrderPackets

The frerCpsSeqRcvyOutOfOrderPackets counter is incremented once for each packet accepted out-of-order
by the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) or MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5). Out-of-order means that
the packet’s sequence number is not one more than the previous packet received. (See item m in 7.1.1.)
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10.8.4 frerCpsSeqRcvyRoguePackets

The frerCpsSeqRcvyRoguePackets counter is incremented once for each packet discarded by the
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) because its sequence_number subparameter is more than
frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength (10.4.1.6) from RecovSeqNum (7.4.3.2.3).

10.8.5 frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets

The frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets counter is incremented once for each packet passed up the stack by the
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) or MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5).

10.8.6 frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets

The frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets counter is incremented once for each packet discarded due to a
duplicate sequence number by the VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) or MatchRecoveryAlgorithm
(7.4.3.5).

10.8.7 frerCpsSeqRcvyLostPackets

The frerCpsSeqRcvyLostPackets counter is incremented once for each packet lost by the
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4). A packet is counted as lost if its sequence number is not received on
any ingress port.

NOTE—If per-source sequence numbering is used, frerCpsSeqRcvyLostPackets can count, as lost, packets that were
sent to another destination, but not lost. See B.2.

10.8.8 frerCpsSeqRcvyTaglessPackets

The frerCpsSeqRcvyTaglessPackets counter is incremented once for each packet received by the
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) that has no sequence_number subparameter (item b in 6.1).

10.8.9 frerCpsSeqRcvyResets

The frerCpsSeqRcvyResets counter is incremented once each time the SequenceRecoveryReset function
(7.4.3.3) is called.

10.8.10 frerCpsSeqRcvyLatentErrorResets

The frerCpsSeqRcvyLatentErrorResets counter is incremented once each time the LatentErrorReset
function (7.4.4.3) is called.

10.8.11 frerCpsSeqEncErroredPackets

The frerCpsSeqEncErroredPackets counter is incremented once each time the Sequence encode/decode
function (7.6) receives a packet that it is unable to decode successfully.

10.9 Operational per-port FRER counters

The following counters are instantiated for each port on which any of the Stream identification function
(6.2), Sequencing function (7.4), or Sequence encode/decode function (7.6) is configured. The counters are
indexed by port number and facing (in-facing or out-facing). All counters are unsigned integers. If used on
links faster than 650 000 000 bits per second, they shall be 64 bits in length to ensure against excessively
short wrap times.
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A Stream identification component (5.3) shall implement the first two counters tsnCpSidInputPackets
(9.3.1) and tsnCpSidOutputPackets (9.3.2); the remainder of the counters in 10.9 are optional for such a
system.

10.9.1 frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets

The frerCpSeqRcvyPassedPackets counter is incremented once for each packet passed up the stack by the
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) or MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5). Its value equals the sum
(modulo the size of the counters) of all of the frerCpsSeqRcvyPassedPackets (10.8.5) counters on this same
port.

10.9.2 frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets

The frerCpSeqRcvyDiscardPackets counter is incremented once for each packet discarded due to a duplicate
sequence number or for being a rogue packet by any VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) or
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.5) on this port. Its value equals the sum (modulo the size of the counters)
of all of the frerCpsSeqRcvyRoguePackets (10.8.4) and frerCpsSeqRcvyDiscardedPackets (10.8.6) counters
on this same port.

10.9.3 frerCpSeqEncErroredPackets

The frerCpSeqEncErroredPackets counter is incremented once each time the Sequence encode/decode
function (7.6) receives a packet that it is unable to decode successfully. Its value equals the sum (modulo the
size of the counters) of all of the frerCpsSeqEncErroredPackets (10.8.11) counters on this same port.
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Annex A

(normative) 

Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS) 
proforma

A.1 Introduction11

The supplier of an implementation that is claimed to conform to Clause 7 shall complete the following
protocol implementation conformance statement (PICS) proforma.

A completed PICS proforma is the PICS for the implementation in question. The PICS is a statement of
which capabilities and options of the protocol have been implemented. A PICS is included at the end of each
clause as appropriate. The PICS can be used for a variety of purposes by various parties, including the
following:

a) As a checklist by the protocol implementor, to reduce the risk of failure to conform to the standard
through oversight;

b) As a detailed indication of the capabilities of the implementation, stated relative to the common
basis for understanding provided by the standard PICS proforma, by the supplier and acquirer, or
potential acquirer, of the implementation;

c) As a basis for initially checking the possibility of interworking with another implementation by the
user, or potential user, of the implementation (note that, while interworking can never be guaranteed,
failure to interwork can often be predicted from incompatible PICS);

d) As the basis for selecting appropriate tests against which to assess the claim for conformance of the
implementation, by a protocol tester.

A.1.1 Abbreviations and special symbols

The following symbols are used in the PICS proforma:

M mandatory field/function
! negation
O optional field/function
O.<n> optional field/function, but at least one of the group of options labeled by 

the same numeral <n> is required
O/<n> optional field/function, but one and only one of the group of options 

labeled by the same numeral <n> is required
X prohibited field/function
<item>: simple-predicate condition, dependent on the support marked for <item>
<item1>*<item2>: AND-predicate condition, the requirement must be met if both optional 

items are implemented
<item1>+<item2>: OR-predicate condition, the requirement must be met if either of the 

optional items are implemented

11Copyright release for PICS proformas: Users of this standard may freely reproduce the PICS proforma in this subclause so that it can 
be used for its intended purpose and may further publish the completed PICS. 
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A.1.2 Instructions for completing the PICS proforma

The first part of the PICS proforma, Implementation Identification and Protocol Summary, is to be
completed as indicated with the information necessary to identify fully both the supplier and the
implementation.

The main part of the PICS proforma is a fixed-format questionnaire divided into subclauses, each containing
a group of items. Answers to the questionnaire items are to be provided in the right-most column, either by
simply marking an answer to indicate a restricted choice (usually Yes, No, or Not Applicable), or by
entering a value or a set or range of values. (Note that there are some items where two or more choices from
a set of possible answers can apply; all relevant choices are to be marked.)

Each item is identified by an item reference in the first column; the second column contains the question to
be answered; the third column contains the reference or references to the material that specifies the item in
the main body of the standard; the sixth column contains values and/or comments pertaining to the question
to be answered. The remaining columns record the status of the items—whether the support is mandatory,
optional, or conditional—and provide the space for the answers.

The supplier may also provide, or be required to provide, further information, categorized as either
Additional Information or Exception Information. When present, each kind of further information is to be
provided in a further subclause of items labeled A<i> or X<i>, respectively, for cross-referencing purposes,
where <i> is any unambiguous identification for the item (e.g., simply a numeral); there are no other
restrictions on its format or presentation.

A completed PICS proforma, including any Additional Information and Exception Information, is the
protocol implementation conformance statement for the implementation in question.

Note that where an implementation is capable of being configured in more than one way, according to the
items listed under Major Capabilities/Options, a single PICS may be able to describe all such configurations.
However, the supplier has the choice of providing more than one PICS, each covering some subset of the
implementation’s configuration capabilities, if that would make presentation of the information easier and
clearer.

A.1.3 Additional information

Items of Additional Information allow a supplier to provide further information intended to assist the
interpretation of the PICS. It is not intended or expected that a large quantity will be supplied, and the PICS
can be considered complete without any such information. Examples might be an outline of the ways in
which a (single) implementation can be set up to operate in a variety of environments and configurations; or
a brief rationale, based perhaps upon specific application needs, for the exclusion of features that, although
optional, are nonetheless commonly present in implementations.

References to items of Additional Information may be entered next to any answer in the questionnaire, and
may be included in items of Exception Information.

A.1.4 Exceptional information

It may occasionally happen that a supplier will wish to answer an item with mandatory or prohibited status
(after any conditions have been applied) in a way that conflicts with the indicated requirement. No
preprinted answer will be found in the Support column for this; instead, the supplier is required to write into
the Support column an X<i> reference to an item of Exception Information, and to provide the appropriate
rationale in the Exception item itself.
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An implementation for which an Exception item is required in this way does not conform to this standard.

Note that a possible reason for the situation described above is that a defect in the standard has been
reported, a correction for which is expected to change the requirement not met by the implementation.

A.1.5 Conditional items

The PICS proforma contains a number of conditional items. These are items for which both the applicability
of the item itself, and its status if it does apply—mandatory, optional, or prohibited—are dependent upon
whether or not certain other items are supported.

Individual conditional items are indicated by a conditional symbol of the form “<item>:<s>” in the Status
column, where “<item>” is an item reference that appears in the first column of the table for some other
item, and “<s>” is a status symbol, M (Mandatory), O (Optional), or X (Not Applicable).

If the item referred to by the conditional symbol is marked as supported, then 1) the conditional item is
applicable, 2) its status is given by “<s>”, and 3) the support column is to be completed in the usual way.
Otherwise, the conditional item is not relevant and the Not Applicable (N/A) answer is to be marked.

Each item whose reference is used in a conditional symbol is indicated by an asterisk in the Item column. 

A.1.6 Identification

A.1.6.1 Implementation identification

Supplier (Note 1)

Contact point for queries about the PICS (Note 1)

Implementation Name(s) and Version(s) (Notes 1 and 3)

Other information necessary for full identification—
e.g., name(s) and version(s) of machines and/or 
operating system names (Note 2)

NOTE 1—Required for all implementations.
NOTE 2—May be completed as appropriate in meeting the requirements for the identification.
NOTE 3—The terms Name and Version should be interpreted appropriately to correspond with a supplier’s 
terminology (e.g., Type, Series, Model).

A.1.6.2 Protocol summary

Identification of protocol specification IEEE Std 802.1CB-2017, IEEE Standard for Frame 
Replication and Elimination for Reliability

Identification of amendments and corrigenda to the 
PICS proforma that have been completed as part of 
the PICS

Amd : ________________ Cor: _________________

Amd : ________________ Cor: _________________

Have any exceptions been noted? (See A.1.4. The 
answer, “Yes” means that the implementation does not 
conform to IEEE Std 802.1CB.)

Yes [ ]            No [ ]
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A.2 PICS proforma for Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability

A.2.1 Major capabilities/options

A.2.2 Stream identification component

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support

BG FRER C-component 
implemented?

5.15 O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

IS Stream identification system 
implemented?

5.3, 5.4, 5.5

One or more of IS, 
TE, LE, and/or RS 
must be answered 
“Yes.”

O.1 Yes [ ]
No [ ]

TE Talker end system implemented? 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 O.1 Yes [ ]
No [ ]

LE Listener end system 
implemented?

5.9, 5.10, 
5.11

O.1 Yes [ ]
No [ ]

RS Relay system implemented? 5.12, 5.13, 
5.14, 5.15:b, 
5.15:c

BG:M +
O.1

Yes [ ]
No [ ]

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support

IS1 Can the system identify frames 
using the Null Stream 
identification function?

5.3:b, 6.4 IS: M Yes [ ]

IS2 Does the system implement the 
required managed objects of 
Clause 9?

5.3:c, 9 IS: M Yes [ ]

IS3 Can the system encode frames 
using the Active Destination 
MAC and VLAN Stream 
identification?

5.4:a, 6.6 IS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]
—a

aIf “No,” supply a reason why.

IS4 Can the system identify packets 
using the IP Stream 
identification?

5.5:c, 6.7 IS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

IS5 For what additional Stream 
decodings can the system be 
configured?

5.5:d IS: O —

IS6 Explain the limits on which 
ports the above features can be 
configured.

5.5:a IS: O —

IS7 Explain the limits on the number 
of Streams for which the above 
features can be configured.

5.5:b IS: O —
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A.2.3 Talker end system

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support

TE8 Can the system identify frames 
using the Null Stream 
identification function?

5.6:b, 6.4 TE: M Yes [ ]

TE9 Can the system be configured 
with a Sequence generation 
function?

5.6:c, 7.4.1 TE: M Yes [ ]

TE10 Can the system be configured 
with a Sequence encode/decode 
function?

5.6:d, 7.8 TE: M Yes [ ]

TE11 Does the system implement the 
managed objects of Clause 9 and 
Clause 10 (10.7 not required)?

5.6:e, 9, 10 TE: M Yes [ ]

TE12 Can the system encode frames 
using the Active Destination 
MAC and VLAN Stream 
identification?

5.7:a, 6.6 TE: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]
—a

aIf “No,” supply a reason why.

TE13 Can the system be configured 
with a Stream splitting function?

5.7:b, 7.7 TE: M Yes [ ]
No [ ]
—a

TE14 Can the system identify packets 
using the IP Stream 
identification?

5.8:c, 6.7 TE: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

TE15 For what additional Stream 
decodings can the system be 
configured?

5.8:d TE: O —

TE16 Can the system encode frames 
using HSR sequence tag?

5.8:e, 7.9 TE: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

TE17 Can the system encode frames 
using PRP sequence trailer?

5.8:f, 7.10 TE: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

TE18 For what additional Sequence 
encode/decode functions can the 
system be configured?

5.8:g TE: O —

TE19 Explain the limits on which 
ports the above features can be 
configured.

5.8:a TE: O —

TE20 Explain the limits on the number 
of Streams for which the above 
features can be configured.

5.8:b TE: O —
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A.2.4 Listener end system

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support

LE1 Can the system identify frames 
using the Null Stream 
identification?

5.9:b, 6.4 LE: M Yes [ ]

LE2 Can the system be configured 
with at least two Individual 
recovery functions?

5.9:c, 7.5 LE: M Yes [ ]

LE3 Can the system be configured 
with at least one Sequence 
recovery function using the 
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm?

5.9:c, 7.4.2, 
7.4.3.5

LE: M Yes [ ]

LE4 Does the system support the 
Sequence recovery function 
using the 
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm with 
a value of 
frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength ≥ 2?

5.9:c, 7.4.2, 
7.4.3.4

LE: M Yes [ ]

LE5 Can the system be configured 
with at least two Individual 
recovery functions using the 
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm?

5.9:d, 7.5, 
7.4.3.5

LE: M Yes [ ]

LE6 Can the system be configured 
with a Sequence decoding 
function?

5.9:e, 7.8 LE: M Yes [ ]

LE7 Does the system implement the 
managed objects of Clause 9 and 
Clause 10 (10.7 not required)?

5.9:f, 9, 10 LE: M Yes [ ]

LE8 Does the Base recovery function 
process a frame before its FCS 
has been verified?

7.4.3 LE: M No [ ]

LE9 Can the system decode frames 
using the Active Destination 
MAC and VLAN Stream 
identification?

5.10:a, 6.6 LE: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]
—a

LE10 Can the system decode packets 
using the IP Stream 
identification?

5.11:c, 6.7 LE: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

LE11 For what additional Stream 
decodings can the system be 
configured?

5.11:d LE: O —

LE12 Can the system decode frames 
using HSR sequence tag?

5.11:e, 7.9 LE: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

LE13 Can the system decode frames 
using PRP sequence trailer?

5.11:f, 7.10 LE: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

LE14 For what additional Sequence 
decodings can the system be 
configured?

5.11:g LE: O —
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A.2.5 Relay system

LE15 Can the system be configured 
with at least two Individual 
recovery functions using the 
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm?

5.11:h, 7.5, 
7.4.3.4

LE: O Yes [ ]

LE16 Explain the limits on which 
ports the above features can be 
configured.

5.11:a LE: O —

LE17 Explain the limits on the number 
of Streams for which the above 
features can be configured.

5.11:b LE: O —

aIf “No,” supply a reason why.

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support

RS1 Can the system identify frames 
using the Null Stream 
identification function?

5.12:b, 6.4 RS: M Yes [ ]

RS2 Can the system be configured 
with a Sequence generation 
function?

5.12:c, 7.4.1 RS: M Yes [ ]

RS3 Can the system be configured 
with at least two Individual 
recovery functions?

5.12:e, 7.5 RS: M Yes [ ]

RS4 Can the system be configured 
with at least one Sequence 
recovery function using the 
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm?

5.12:e, 7.4.2, 
7.4.3.5

RS: M Yes [ ]

RS5 Does the system support the 
Sequence recovery function 
using the 
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm with a 
value of 
frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength ≥ 2?

5.12:e, 7.4.2, 
7.4.3.4

RS: M Yes [ ]

RS6 Can the system be configured 
with at least two Individual 
recovery functions using the 
MatchRecoveryAlgorithm?

5.12:f, 7.5, 
7.4.3.5

RS: M Yes [ ]

RS7 Can the system be configured 
with a Sequence encode/decode 
function?

5.12:d, 7.8 RS: M Yes [ ]

RS8 Does the system implement the 
managed objects of Clause 9 and 
Clause 10 (including 10.7)?

5.12:g, 9, 10 RS: M Yes [ ]

RS9 Does the Base recovery function 
process a frame before its FCS 
has been verified?

7.4.3 RS: M No [ ]

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support
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RS10 Can the system encode/decode 
frames using the Active 
Destination MAC and VLAN 
Stream identification?

5.13:a, 6.6 RS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]
—a

RS11 Can the system identify packets 
using the IP Stream 
identification?

5.13:b, 6.7 RS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

—a

RS12 For what additional Stream 
identification functions can the 
system be configured?

5.14:c RS: O —

RS13 Can the Stream splitting function 
be configured on the system?

5.14:d, 7.7 RS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

RS14 Can the system encode/decode 
frames using HSR sequence tag?

5.14:e, 7.9 RS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

RS15 Can the system encode/decode 
frames using PRP sequence 
trailer?

5.14:f, 7.10 RS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

RS16 For what additional Sequence 
encode/decode functions can the 
system be configured?

5.14:g RS: O —

RS17 Can the system be configured 
with at least two Individual 
recovery functions using the 
VectorRecoveryAlgorithm?

5.14:i, 7.5, 
7.4.3.4

RS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

RS18 Can the system be configured for 
Autoconfiguration via the 
Managed objects for 
autoconfiguration?

5.14:j, 7.11, 
10.7

RS: O Yes [ ]
No [ ]

RS19 Explain the limits on which ports 
the above features can be 
configured.

5.14:a RS: O —

RS20 Explain the limits on the number 
of Streams for which the above 
features can be configured.

5.14:b RS: O —

RS21 Explain the limits on whether the 
above features can be configured 
at in-facing or out-facing 
positions.

5.14:h RS: O —

aIf “No,” supply a reason why.

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support
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A.2.6 FRER 802.1Q C-component

A.2.7 Common requirements

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support

CB1 Does the FRER 802.1Q 
C-component conform to the 
required and optional behaviors 
required of an IEEE 802.1Q 
C-VLAN component?

5.15:a BG:M Yes [ ]

CB1 Does the FRER 802.1Q 
C-component conform to the 
placement of the FRER 
functions of Clause 8?

5.15:d, 8 BG:M Yes [ ]

CB2 Does the FRER 802.1Q 
C-component implement all 
required managed objects?

8.4 BG:M Yes [ ]

Item Feature Subclause Value/Comment Status Support

COM1 Does the R-TAG use the 
specified EtherType?

7.8.1 M Yes [ ]

COM1 Is the Reserved field of the 
R-TAG transmitted as 0 and 
ignored on receipt?

7.1.1:d M Yes [ ]

COM2 Do all managed object counters 
roll over to 0 from their 
maximum value?

10.1 M Yes [ ]

COM3 Can the system be configured 
with a latent error detection 
function?

7.4.4 Latent error 
detection required 
if sequence 
recovery 
supported

LE+RS: 
M

N/A [ ]
Y [ ]

COM4 Is the minimum value for 
frerSeqRcvyLatentErrorPeriod 
no larger than 1 s?

10.4.1.12.2 LE+RS: 
M

N/A [ ]
Y [ ]

COM5 Is the RemainingTicks 
decremented at least 100 ticks/s?

7.4.3.2.5 LE+RS: 
M

N/A [ ]
Y [ ]

COM6 Does the system return an error 
if an attempt is made to 
configure conflicting 
requirements?

10 M Yes [ ]

COM7 Is the minimum supported value 
of 
frerSeqRcvyLatentResetPeriod 
no larger than 1 s?

10.4.1.12.4 LE+RS: 
M

N/A [ ]
Y [ ]

COM8 Are all counters 64 bits in length 
on links faster than 
650 000 000 bits/s?

10.8, 10.9 M N/A [ ]
Y [ ]
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Annex B

(informative) 

Interoperability with other standards

IEC 62439-3 defines High-availability Seamless Redundancy (HSR) and the Parallel Redundancy Protocol
(PRP). IEEE 802.1CB Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability (FRER) has features that enable,
though the procedures are not specified by this standard, to achieve a degree of interoperation between
systems employing IEEE Std 802.1CB, and systems employing some other, similar protocol, including HSR
and PRP, and RFC 3985 pseudowires (see [B4]).

B.1 Sequence number size

HSR, PRP, and pseudowires all use 16-bit sequence numbers. This standard supports the same sized
sequence_number subparameter, in order to be maximally compatible.

B.2 Per-Stream versus per-source sequencing

IEC 62439-3 HSR/PRP uses one variable per source MAC address to sequence Ethernet frames. That is,
frames belonging to different flows, and sent to different destinations, all share a single sequence number
space. FRER, as defined in this standard, can be configured in the same way, or can be configured to
generate a separate sequence number space for each Stream. For interoperability with HSR or PRP, per-
source sequence numbering should be configured by the user.

A problem needs to be considered if one configures a VectorRecoveryAlgorithm (7.4.3.4) to receive
Intermittent Streams (item c in 7.1.1) transmitted by an HSR/PRP end system. The HSR/PRP end system
uses a single sequence number, not one per Stream. If that end system is transmitting more than one Stream,
and some Listener is receiving less than all of those Streams, then that Listener can observe gaps in the
sequence_number subparameters of the received packets, which will be counted in
frerCpsSeqRcvyLostPackets (10.8.7). For both Intermittent Streams and Bulk Streams, the Base recovery
function’s frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength managed object (10.4.1.6) has to be large enough to accommodate
both the delivery time difference and the maximum possible gap due to packets sent to other destinations,
because packets received outside the window defined by frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength are discarded. If
frerSeqRcvyHistoryLength is not large enough, duplicate packets will be delivered.
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Annex C

(informative) 

Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability in systems

The building blocks described in Clause 6 and Clause 7 can be put together in many ways to achieve
particular goals. A few examples are given in this annex. These examples are chosen, rather arbitrarily, to
illustrate the range of applicability of FRER; they are not meant to constrain its use or to describe the only
way to accomplish any given goal.

C.1 Example 1: End-to-end FRER

Illustrated in Figure C-1 is a simple network utilizing FRER for a single Compound Stream. In this example,
all FRER functions are confined to the two end systems B and G. “Split” indicates that the Stream splitting
function (7.7) is acting on transmitted packets. “Seq.” and “Rec.” indicate whether the Sequencing function
is acting on transmitted packets (Sequence generation function, 7.4.1) or received packets (Sequence
recovery function, 7.4.1, 7.4.2). 

In this example, both end systems utilize IEEE 802.1AX Link Aggregation along with FRER in order to
connect their two ports (each) to a single protocol stack, as shown in Figure C-2 (end system B) and
Figure C-3 (end system G). In end system B, each packet is replicated and given two different
stream_handle subparameter values. The two stream_handles result in the two packets being assigned two
different VLAN IDs. Based on those VLAN IDs, the two packets are both transmitted, on different physical
ports, by Link Aggregation. The Distributed Resilient Network Interconnect (DRNI) feature of
IEEE Std 802.1AX-2014 allows each end system’s aggregation to terminate in two relay systems.

In this example, the two-port end systems never relay packets from one port to the other; they are strictly end
systems, and never act as relay systems. See C.2 and C.6 for similar examples that use alternative methods
for building an end system.

Figure C-1—Dual-homed end systems using Link Aggregation

End 
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system D

Relay 
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C.2 Example 2: Various stack positions

Illustrated in Figure C-4 is a simple network utilizing FRER for a single Compound Stream, in which a relay
system serves as a proxy for an end system that has no FRER capability (see item h in 7.1.1). In this figure,
the numbers (1, 2, 3) are points in item e in 7.1.1. “Split” indicates that the Compound Stream is split into
two streams by the ordinary bridge multicast mechanism, with the {VLAN, destination address} altered by
Stream identification functions on output. [No Stream splitting function (7.7) is used.] “Seq.” and “Rec.”
indicate whether the Sequencing function is acting on transmitted packets (sequence generation) or received
packets (sequence recovery).

Stream splitting function (7.7)

Figure C-2—Protocol stack for End System B in Figure C-1

Upper layers

Sequence generation function (7.4.1)

IEEE 802.1AX Link Aggregation

Stream identification function (6.2)
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MAC

PHY

MAC

Sequence encode/decode function (7.6)

Figure C-3—Protocol stack for End System G in Figure C-1 and Figure C-4
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In Figure C-4, End System A is transmitting a Stream, but has no FRER functions. Relay system B
transforms that Stream into a Compound Stream by sequencing the packets and splitting them into Member
Streams 26 and 31 to go to relay systems C and D. Relay system C further splits the Stream into Streams 15
and 26 to go to relay systems E and F. (No sequencing is required; the packets were sequenced by relay
system B.) Relay system F combines the two Member Streams 26 from relay systems C and D, outputting a
single copy of each Packet on Stream 26 to End System G. End System G merges the two remaining
Member Streams 15 and 26, and discards the extras.

NOTE—In this example, stream_handle values are shown on the wires, being relayed from system to system. This is for
the convenience of the example. In an actual network, the stream_handle is an arbitrary integer that has meaning only
within a system, and is mapped to or from an external representation by the Stream identification functions (6.2) in the
various systems. That external representation can, but does not necessarily, include an explicit field corresponding to a
stream_handle subparameter.

Figure C-5 illustrates relay system B in Figure C-4. As the packets enter from the left, from End System A,
they pass first through a Stream identification function [IP Stream identification (6.7)], which identifies the
Stream. The Stream Transfer Function delivers the packet with all TSN parameters, including the
stream_handle subparameter, to the Sequence generation function (7.4.1, marked “Seq.” in Figure C-4),
which adds a sequence_number subparameter with a steadily-increasing integer sequence value (modulo the
size of the packet field carrying the sequence_number). The sequence_number subparameter is encapsulated
into the packet by the Sequence encode/decode function (7.6). A Stream identification function [this time,
Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification (6.6)] modifies the two packets’ destination
MAC addresses and VLANs for identification through the bridged network. Relay system B’s forwarding
function then outputs the two packets on two different ports. The external form of the packets are labeled
differently, as indicated by the italic numbers 26 and 31 in Figure C-4.

Figure C-6 illustrates relay system C in Figure C-4. The packets on Stream 31 enter from the left, from relay
system B. On output, they pass first through a passive Stream identification (Clause 6) function, which
identifies the Stream. The Stream Transfer Function delivers the packet with all TSN parameters, including
the stream_handle subparameter, to an active Stream identification (Clause 6) function. No Sequencing
function, Sequence generation function, or Sequence recovery functions are needed, because the packets
have already been sequenced (by relay system B) and none are being discarded. Stream identification
encapsulates the two packets differently on the two output ports (only one output port is shown in Figure C-6),
marking them as belonging to Streams 15 and 26, and relay system C’s forwarding function outputs the two
packets on two different ports.

Figure C-4—Frame Replication and Elimination for Reliability flexible positioning
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Figure C-7 illustrates relay system F in Figure C-4. In this case, the TSN layers are on the output port, rather
than the input port, as was the case for relay system B. Data packets from both Streams 26 are brought
together simply by the fact that they are both output to the same port. On that port, the Stream identification
function gives them both the same stream_handle subparameter, effectively merging them into a single
Stream. A Sequence encode/decode function (7.6) extracts the sequence_number subparameters from the
packets, so that the Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) can discard the replicates. The Stream Transfer
Function delivers all of these parameters to a Sequencing function and a Stream identification function that
re-encapsulate the packets, marking them all as belonging to Stream 26, the same as when they were
received. In this particular example, unlike Figure C-5, no translation of Stream identification functions is
being performed.

Finally, the protocol stack in the right-hand End System G of Figure C-4 is shown in Figure C-3. We assume
in this example that relay systems E and F use IEEE 802.1AX Distributed Resilient Network Interface
(DRNI), and that End System G uses IEEE 802.1AX Link Aggregation, in order to make End System G’s
two physical ports appear, to the network, to be a single port, even though they are connected to two
different relay systems. The packets on Streams 15 and 26 are brought together by Link Aggregation. The
Stream identification function assigns the same stream_handle subparameter to packets of both Streams,
effectively merging them into a single Stream. They then pass through the Sequence recovery function,
which deletes the replicates for delivery to the upper layers. See Figure C-2 for a similar example of a
Talker, and C.6 for another type of two-port end system.

Figure C-5—Protocol stack for relay system B, proxying for End System A, in Figure C-4
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Figure C-6—Protocol stack for relay system C in Figure C-4
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C.3 Example 3: Ladder redundancy

Illustrated in Figure C-8 is a network implementing “ladder redundancy.” This network will continue to
function in the face of multiple failures, because the Stream is repeatedly split and remerged.

In Figure C-8, the Talker end system sequences Stream 31, then splits it into two Streams 26 and 31, sending
one on each of its two ports. The network “ladder” has two “rails,” an upper (relay systems B and D) and a
lower (relay systems C and E). The “rungs” are the connections B–C and D–E. Each relay system sends the
Stream received on the rail from the left both to the right, along the rail, and up or down, over the rung. It
forwards the packets received from the rung only to the right, along the rail. At each output port to the rail,
the end systems have a Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) to eliminate duplicates.

Each of the relay systems in Figure C-8 uses the protocol stack illustrated in Figure C-7.

Figure C-7—Protocol stack for relay system F in Figure C-4
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Figure C-8—Ladder redundancy

a: Add sequence numbers to Stream 31.
b: Split Stream 31 into Streams 26 and 31.
c: Merge Streams 26 and 31 into Stream 31.
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C.4 Example 4: Multicast trees

Illustrated in Figure C-9 is a multicast FRER application. Each Stream is a multicast Stream. There are two
paths to get from the Talker to each Listener; no single failure can disrupt both paths to any relay system.
Presumably, each relay system has a Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) on each port to each Listener, so
that each Listener receives only one copy of each packet of the Stream.

NOTE—The reader may find it informative to see that not all packets are replicated on all links in Figure C-9. It is not
necessary to use each link twice; it is only necessary to get each packet to each relay system twice.

C.5 Example 5: Protocol interworking

Figure C-10 illustrates a simple protocol interworking function in one port of a relay system. In this
example, two different encapsulation schemes 1 and 2 are used for the two legs of the Stream Transfer
Function, so that packets are transformed from using one encapsulation to using the other encapsulation as
they pass through the port. No additional functions, e.g., a Sequence recovery function (7.4.2) are shown,
although they would be perfectly admissible. If this were a port of a bridge attached to an end system,
encapsulation 1 could be the Active Destination MAC and VLAN Stream identification (6.6), and
encapsulation 2 could be the IP Stream identification (6.7). The net result for the end system could be to
convert a specific unicast IP Stream to use a specific multicast destination address and VLAN, in order to
direct the packet through a specific path through the bridged network. Presumably, a similar interworking
pair at the other end of the Stream would restore the packet to its original destination MAC address and
VLAN.
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Figure C-9—Multicast trees
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C.6 Example 6: Chained two-port end systems

Illustrated in Figure C-11 is a simple network utilizing FRER for a single Compound Stream. In this
example, all FRER functions are confined to the two end systems B and G. “Seq.” and “Rec.” indicate
whether the Sequencing function is acting on transmitted packets (sequence generation) or received packets
(sequence recovery). In this example, unlike that in C.1, both end systems are composite systems; each uses
a separate one-port end system (B1, G1) attached to a three-port FRER C-component (B2, G2) in order to
connect their two ports (each) to a single protocol stack, as shown in Figure C-12.

In this example, we assume that the relay systems are all FRER C-components, and that the network has
been configured so that:

a) The Stream packets carry a multicast destination MAC address;
b) Bridge B2 has been configured to transmit the (multicast) Member Stream on both ports; and
c) The other Bridges, especially G2, have been configured to allow both Member Streams to enter

Bridge G2, but that Bridge G2 passes the Stream to end system G1 only (that is, the normal rules for
a multicast tree are broken).

Given this configuration, no Stream splitting function (7.7) is necessary for end system B1; packet
duplication is handled by the multicast forwarding functions performed in its associated relay system B2.

Unlike the example in C.1, the two-port composite end systems’ Bridge functions (B2, G2) are required to
play their part in the network as Bridges, operating protocols and forwarding packets.

Figure C-11—Dual-homed end systems using 3-port bridge
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Figure C-12—Protocol stacks for Systems B and G in Figure C-11
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C.7 Cautions

Explicit path creation carries a clear danger when combined with automatic network forwarding, e.g., as
defined by IEEE Std 802.1Q. Figure C-13 shows an explicit tree (the dashed arrows) established in relay
system D that sends a particular Stream to relay system B and end system F. (Perhaps, at one time, the
Talker was attached to relay system D and the Listeners were towards B and F.) Now, end system A starts
transmitting that Stream along an IEEE 802.1Q spanning tree. When the Stream hits relay system D, it is
directed back to relay system B, and the Stream loops, multiplying the packets until the bandwidth is
saturated. Note also that, if this is a bridged network, relay system B (a bridge) learns conflicting
information about the path to the Stream’s source; System A’s source MAC address is being received both
from end system A and relay system D.

In order to avoid this situation in a bridged network, the application or individual that sets up the explicit
paths can configure them so that they are kept, end-to-end, on separate VLANs from traffic that is not
following explicit paths. On the explicit path VLANs, source learning is not performed, and destination
addresses not found in the filtering database are discarded, not flooded.

C.8 Balancing tag insertion and removal

A Sequence encode/decode function will often add something to a packet. The R-TAG described in 7.8, for
example, adds six octets. In a network in which not all end systems contain a Sequence encode/decode
function (7.6), instances of that function can be configured in relay systems adjacent to the end systems
lacking the layer, in order to remove the extra information (e.g., the R-TAG) from the packets before
delivery to the end system. If the tag is not removed, and the end system has no Sequence encode/decode
function, the end system will be unable to parse the received packet. It is up to the network administrator
and/or configuration and management software to make sure that this does not happen.

C.9 FRER and reserved bandwidth

Satisfying the Zero congestion loss goal (item k in 7.1.1) can require the forwarding of packets to be
delayed. The problem is that the different paths taken by packets in a Compound Stream can take different
times to reach various Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2). If these times are very different, and if the faster
path fails and then recovers, the receiving Sequence recovery function can be presented with a double-rate
load of packets that all have to be delivered.

Figure C-13—Explicit path causing a loop
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As an example, Figure C-14 illustrates a network with two Member Streams being merged into a single
Stream by a Sequence recovery function. The two paths are of different lengths such that, typically, there are
40 more packets in flight on one path than on the other.

Let us examine a hypothetical sequence of events as Link 2 in Figure C-14 fails, and then recovers. In the
following list, the sequence numbers of packets taking the path through Link 2 (the short path) are in italics,
and packets that are discarded by the Sequence recovery function are marked with asterisks (*).

a) The network is in a steady state. The Sequence recovery function receives packets:
1040, 1000*, 1041, 1001*, 1042, 1002*, …
That is, excepting the occasional random packet loss (not shown), the packets taking the short path
(Link 2) are passed on, and those taking the long path (Link 1) are discarded.

b) Link 2 fails sometime later (4000 packets later). The Sequence recovery function receives:
5040, 5000* (failure occurs), 5001*, 5002*, …
That is, for a while at least, no packets are passed on; those in the slow path have already been seen.

c) The discards continue with no packets passed until the backlog on the slow path is emptied:
5038*, 5039*, 5040*, 5041, 5042, 5043, …
Normal output rates then resume, with all packets coming from the long path (Link 1).

d) When the short path (Link 2) heals (3000 packets later), the Sequence recovery function receives:
7998, 7999, (link heals) 8040, 8000, 8041, 8001, 8042, 8002, …
Note that the Sequence recovery function is now passing packets at twice the normal rate, until the
40-packet backlog on the long (Link 1) path has been passed along.

e) Finally, the backlog is exhausted, and the Sequence recovery function resumes the normal output
rate, passing packets from the short path (Link 2) and discarding those from the long path (Link 1):
8078, 8038, 8079, 8039, 8080, 8040*, 8081, 8041*, 8082, 8042*, …

Zero congestion loss goal (item k in 7.1.1) can require that packets be output to the Listener at a fixed
maximum rate over some observation interval smaller than the transmission time of this 80-packet burst.
(See, for example, Clauses 34 and 35 of IEEE Std 802.1Q-2014.) In that case, some means of buffering, and
thus delaying the packets in this burst, is required at or near the Sequence recovery function.

This buffering and/or delaying is beyond the scope of this standard. We can observe, however, that the extra
buffering required by FRER in order to prevent congestion loss when bandwidth reservation is employed,
due to this problem, can be calculated separately from the buffering required for the non-FRER case, based
on the bandwidth of the Compound Stream and the difference in worst-case delivery latency along the two
(or more) Member Streams’ paths.

Figure C-14—Example of Long and short paths
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C.10 Use of the Individual recovery function

The Individual recovery function is described in 7.5, and a sample network employing the Individual
recovery function is illustrated in Figure 7-3. The primary use of the Individual recovery function is to
prevent stale data from being transmitted in the event that one of the Member Streams of a Compound
Stream fails such that the same packet is sent over and over again. Imagine, in Figure 7-3, that the leftmost
system fails on its upper port, resending the packet with sequence_number 5 over and over again on Member
Stream 1. The Sequence recovery functions (7.4.2) in the two systems receiving the Member Streams 1 and
2 will discard the repeated packets until the sequence_number subparameter on the good Member Stream 2
wraps around after 65 536 packets. Then, whichever packet 5 is received first will be relayed to the next
stage. It could be the new, good, Member Stream 2’s packet 5 or the old, bad, Member Stream 1’s packet 5.
If Individual recovery functions are configured for Member Stream 1 as shown by the triangles in the two
systems receiving that Stream, then all of the packet 5s after the first will be discarded there, and never reach
the Sequence recovery functions.

C.11 Use of autoconfiguration

Every last detail of the operation of FRER on each individual Stream can be configured by using the
managed objects in Clause 9 and Clause 10. Often, however, there is enough regularity in the use of FRER
across various Streams in a network that Autoconfiguration (7.11) can be used. There are four steps to using
Autoconfiguration in a given relay system or end system, as follows:

a) Deciding on which port(s) packets belonging to Member Streams will be received and transmitted,
using what translations are required that do not use active Stream identification functions (C.11.1).

b) Deciding which packets can trigger Autoconfiguration (C.11.2).

c) Deciding which method for encoding the sequence_number subparameter will be used for input and
output on each port (C.11.3).

d) Deciding on whether Individual recovery functions, Sequence recovery functions, or both, are to be
automatically instantiated, and what controlling parameters are to be used for each instantiation
(C.11.4).

NOTE—Although the following examples describe interoperation between HSR/PRP and the R-TAG, such
interoperability is not the primary reason for defining autoconfiguration. Autoconfiguration greatly simplifies the
amount of configuration required for networks that use only the R-TAG.

C.11.1 Routing and labeling Member Streams

Figure C-15 illustrates an example network with four Member Streams constituting a Compound Stream.
This example is similar to that illustrated in Figure 7-3.

In general, the selection of paths taken by Member Streams through the network is not determined by FRER,
but by other standards. Autoconfiguration does not provide a means of establishing active Stream
identification functions to perform per-Stream identification transformations. In Figure C-15, let us assume
for the sake of example that Member Stream 1 and Member Stream 2 both have the same destination MAC
address, but are on two special VLANs 1000 and 1001, used exclusively in this network for fully managed
pinned-down paths. That is, these two VLANs are not controlled by the topology protocols defined in
IEEE Std 802.1Q. Let us further suppose that Member Stream 3 and Member Stream 4 are similar, but both
use the same VLANs 2000. (Presumably, source address learning is disabled on this VLAN.)
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Looking at relay system B in Figure C-15, we can see that all packets in Member Stream 3 are to be output
on VLAN 2000 with a PRP sequence trailer specifying LanId 0. That means that packets from Member
Streams 1 and 2 that are accepted by the Sequence recovery function in relay system B must be translated
from VLAN 1000 or 1001 to VLAN 2000. The Autoconfiguration facility of 7.11 does not automatically
setup or change vlan_identifiers. Relay system B must be configured to perform a VLAN ID translation on
its right-hand port, translating both VLAN 1000 and VLAN 1001 to VLAN 2000 on output. If there are a
great many Compound Streams, then presumably they would share the same VLAN assignments and thus
make use of the same VLAN translations. IEEE 802.1Q bridges have such a VLAN ID translation
capability.

Although not shown in Figure C-15, we can imagine that there are Streams with Talkers in the right side of
the figure and listeners on the left. Additional VLAN mapping would then be required on the left and bottom
ports of relay system B to map VLAN 2000 to VLAN 1000 and VLAN 1001. If the VLAN situation were
significantly more complex, then the network might not be suitable for Autoconfiguration.

C.11.2 Recognizing packets that trigger autoconfiguration

In the example in Figure C-15, let us consider only relay system B, and only packets that follow the same
routes as Member Streams 1 and 2. In that case, we expect relay system B to receive packets suitable for
Autoconfiguration only on its left and bottom ports, all encoded with the R-TAG (7.8). Thus, an
administrator would construct a frerAutSeqEntry (10.7.1.1) in the Sequence autoconfiguration table
specifying that tag on those ports, for VLANs 1000 and 1001. This entry will, when a matching packet is
received, create a tsnStreamIdEntry (9.1.1) in the Sequence identification table (10.5) using Source MAC
and VLAN Stream identification (6.5). Since the R-TAG contains no indication as to which Member Stream
a packet belongs, the entry is tied to the port and VLAN on which the packet was received. In this way, all of
the Member Streams from end system A that take the path of Member Stream 1 are assigned one
stream_handle, and all those following the path of Member Stream 2 get a second stream_handle.

Again, we can imagine that there are Streams with Talkers in the right side of Figure C-15 and listeners on
the left. A second frerAutSeqEntry is required in the Sequence autoconfiguration table is required to
recognize, for Autoconfiguration, the packets coming in on relay system B’s right-hand port, and create
entries in the Sequence identification table. This single entry specifies packets encoded with the PRP
sequence trailer (see a further explanation of this in C.11.3), and includes all PRP ports—in this example,
just the one. A tsnStreamIdEntry created for HSR or PRP by this entry that assigns packets a stream_handle
would not be tied to the port and VLAN on which the packet was received, but to all ports covered by the

Figure C-15—Autoconfiguration example
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tsnStreamIdEntry, and to the LanId or PathId contained in the packet. That is, the contents of the HSR
sequence tag or the PRP sequence trailer override the port number.

C.11.3 Per-port packet decoding and encoding

The example in Figure C-15 also illustrates a second use of Autoconfiguration. In this network, everything
to the right of relay systems B and C, including the rightmost ports on relay systems B and C, use the PRP
sequence trailer (7.10), whereas all ports on relay systems A, B, and C to the left use the R-TAG (7.8).
Packets transmitted to the right by relay system B, and all packets transmitted by system D and the upper
port of system F are marked as being on LanId 0, and by other ports on the right side of the figure as being
on LanId 1. Packets transmitted by any other port on relay systems B and C, or by system A, use the
R-TAG. These distinctions are made using the Output autoconfiguration table (10.7.2). Using this table,
each port is assigned an output encapsulation, including the LanId or PathId for PRP or HSR, respectively.
Again, if the usage is too complex (e.g., one Stream is LanId 0 on a port, while another is LanId 1 on that
same port), Autoconfiguration cannot be used.

Note that the administrator could configure the Sequence autoconfiguration tables and Output
autoconfiguration tables in relay systems D and E to translate among the R-TAG, the HSR sequence tag, and
the PRP sequence trailer for the purpose of interworking, even if no Individual recovery functions or
Sequence recovery functions were desired in those relay systems.

C.11.4 Individual and Sequence recovery functions

Given the explanations in C.11.1, C.11.2, and C.11.3, the reader can consult 7.11.2 to understand how
Individual recovery functions and Sequence recovery functions are configured as a result of
Autoconfiguration. They are set up, along with the input (passive) Stream identification functions, by entries
in the Sequence autoconfiguration table (10.7.1). The reader may find the following facts helpful:

a) At most one instance of the Individual recovery function is instantiated for each stream_handle
associated with an autocreated tsnStreamIdEntry (9.1.1).

a) One instance of the Sequence recovery function is instantiated on each expected output port
(frerAutSeqRecoveryPortList, 10.7.1.1.5) for each Compound Stream.

b) Compound Streams are inferred by associating Member Streams with the same Source MAC
address and VLAN ID.
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